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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to analyse the impact of the family planning 
programme on fertility in Pakistan during 1976-85. Data on family 
planning acceptors were obtained from the Population Welfare Division, 
Government of Pakistan. Secondary data from the 1975 Pakistan 
Fertility Survey, the 1981 Census and the 1984 Contraceptive Prevelance 
Survey have been used for estimating the family planning programme 
effect on fertility.
The estimated contraceptive use on the basis of service statistics 
has been compared with survey results. A brief comparison has also been 
made between the last decade (1975-85) and the first decade (1965-75) 
of the programme operation in terms of contraceptive use. Areas of 
further investigation are also identified for generating the data 
required for adequate monitoring of the family planning programme and 
its effect on fertility.
Indirect estimates of contraceptive use have also been derived 
using bivariate regression between the reported contraceptive use and 
the values of the "m" parameter for 26 countries. The values of "m" 
were obtained by Coale and Trussell's method. These values signify 
deliberate fertility control in a population at a particular period in 
time. The indirectly estimated contraceptive use levels are found to be 
consistent (around 20 per cent) and on the basis of this analysis, are 
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1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The grim consequences of rapid population growth were realized 
soon after the emergence of Pakistan as an independent state in 1947. 
The government endorsed a positive family planning policy in its First 
Five Year Plan (1955-60) by disbursing about a million rupees as 
grants-in-aid to voluntary organisations involved in family planning 
(Pakistan, 1957). During the Second Five Year Plan (1960-65) the 
government introduced a family planning programme through its existing 
health infrastructure and spent about 15 million rupees (Pakistan, 
1960a). However, a major effort in this direction was initiated in 
1965 when a detailed and comprehensive scheme was adopted as part of 
the Third Five Year Plan (1965-70). The scheme was launched nationwide 
with the creation of a three-tiered administrative structure at 
federal, provincial and district level (Family Planning Council, 1965).
The family planning programme in Pakistan has passed through 
various phases, each conspicuous for its approach, coverage and impact. 
It has been applauded, criticised and restructured at various times. It 
has been reshaped with each political change and has undergone various 
internal and external organisational reviews and evaluations.
The Family Planning Programme in Pakistan offers a full range of 
modern methods of contraception and utilizes its information, education 
and communication system, together with a host of other activities to 
disseminate knowledge, create awareness and encourage use of 
contraception. The programme is allocated sufficient funds each year 
from the national development budget to carry out these activities 
(Table 1-1). Since the programme basically aims at reducing fertility, 
it is imperative to evaluate the performance of the programme in terms 
of fertility decline.
21.1 POPULATION GROWTH IN PAKISTAN
At present Pakistan is the ninth most populous country in the 
world, with 84 million inhabitants in 1981. The area now constituting 
Pakistan had an enumerated population of 16.6 million at the begining 
of the century (Table 1-2). The intersensal growth rates tended to 
increase over this period, and is presently estimated at around 3 per 
cent per annum which is one of the highest in the world. This poses 
serious threats to the future economic development of the country and 
demands some drastic and effective measures to control it. The 
demographic past of Pakistan illustrates that the population of the
country has Increased five-fold during the last 80 years, though during 
the first half of the century the annual growth rate remained low 
because of high mortality levels (Table 1-3). If the present rate of 
growth continued Pakistan will have a nine-fold increase in population 
by the time it enters the 21st century.
The demographic surveys conducted in Pakistan reveal that the
crude birth rate (CBR) has remained between a high of 55/1000 to a low 
of 37/1000 and the crude death rate (CDR) between 49/1000 to 9/1000 
during the past 80 years (Table 1-3). However, the quality of these 
surveys has always been questioned and the differences in estimates are 
attributed to different methodologies adopted in these surveys. 
Fertility surveys conducted during 1960s and 1970s indicate that the
total fertility rate was high during this period, ranging between 6 and 
8 children per women (Table 1-4).
1.2 OBJECTIVES AND ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY
This study attempts to analyse the performance of the family 
planning programme in Pakistan for the period 1976-85 with the
following main objectives.
1: To examine the programme performance for the last ten 
years (1975-85) and assess its impact on fertility.
2: To compare contraceptive use based on service statistics 
with that reported in the 1975 Pakistan Fertility Survey 
and the 1984 Contraceptive Prevalence Survey.
33: To estimate contraceptive use by an indirect method and compare 
it with the estimates of service statistics and reported use in 
surveys.
The study is organised into five chapters. Chapter 1 is devoted to 
the introduction and evolution of the family planning programme in 
Pakistan. It also discusses the data available for analysis and its 
limitations. Chapter 2 is a review of literature which looks into 
different views of demographers regarding family planning programmes 
and the role these programmes can play in lowering fertility. Chapter 3 
is an analysis of family planning acceptor data based on service 
statistics of the family planning programme. The component projection 
method is used to estimate the number of births averted by the 
programme and its consequential effect on fertility. Chapter 4 is a 
comparison of estimates derived on the basis of service statistics, 
surveys and an indirect method using Coale and Trussell's standard 
technique for estimating the two parameters of "m" and "M" used in the 
Coale's model of marital fertility (Coale, 1971; Coale and Trussell, 
1978). An attempt has been made to examine the overestimation of 
contraceptive use by service statistics and under-reporting of 
contraceptive use in surveys. Chapter 5 summarises the main findings of 
the study and suggests areas of further investigation in the light of 
the present analysis.
1.3 DATA AND THEIR LIMITATIONS
Secondary data from the following four sources are utilized in 
this study.
1. Pakistan Fertility Survey, 1975.
The PFS, as a part of the World Fertility Survey (WFS) programme, 
was conducted in Pakistan during 1975 through a single round. It was 
designed to yield information on fertility patterns and social and 
economic correlates. Information on Knowledge, Attitude and Practice 
(KAP) of contraception was also collected. The survey provides 
nationally representative and internationally comparable data on
4Table 1-1: Allocation Of Funds And Actual
Expenditure Incurred, Population Welfare Programme,
1965-86.
Rupees in million
Period Plan Annual Actual %
allocation Development Expenditure Utilisation
Plan allocation
GOP FA Total GOP FA Total
1965-70 145.0 NA 137.0 30.4 167.7 NA
1970-78 990.4 512.1 516.7 1028.8 406.3 427.6 833.9 81.1
1978-83 1800.0 505.1 318.8 823.9 501.0 116.1 617.1 71.9
1983-88 2407.2
1983-84 129.3 92.8 222.1 118.0 84.1 202.1 91.0
1984-85 174.4 172.0 346.4 150.1 171.2 321.3 92.8
1985-86 143.9 340.1 484.0 NA NA
Source: Ministry Of Planning and Development, Population Welfare 
Division.
GOP = Government of Pakistan FA = Foreign Assistance 
NA = Not available
fertility levels and pattern. The study was conducted by the Pakistan 
Population Planning Council with the financial and technical support 
from the United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), the WFS 
and the International Statistical Institute (ISI). The first report of 
the survey was published in 1976.
2. Population Welfare Programme Service Statistics, 1976-84
Service statistics include contraceptives distributed or sold, as 
reported by Family Welfare Centres, Reproductive Health Centres, 
registered district distribution points and by other government, 
non-government and public service organisations.
5Table 1-2: Population Trends, Pakistan, 1901-1981




growth ( % )  
Annual growth
1901 16,576 - -
1911 19,382 19.9 1.6
1921 21,109 8.9 0.8
1931 23,542 11.5 1 . 1
1941 28,282 20.1 1.9
1951 33,740 19.4 1.8
1961 42,880 27.0 2.4
1972 64,890 51.2 3.6
1981 84,001 9.4 3.0
Source: Rukanuddin et al, (1985: 182)
3. Population Census, 1981
4. Contraceptive Prevalence Survey (CPS), 1984
The CPS was conducted in 1984 by the Pakistan Population Welfare 
Division with the financial assistance of the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID). The main purpose of the CPS was to 
monitor levels and patterns of contraceptive use together with 
fertility and related phenomena. No report of the survey has so far 
been published. The relevant information from the CPS used in this 
study was acquired by personal communication.
6Table 1-3:: Level of Vital Rates. Pakistan , 1901-1975




1901-1911 India RS 49.2 42.6 0.7
1911-1921 India RS 48.1 42.6 -0.05
1921-1931 India RS 46.4 36.3 1.01
1931-1941 India RS 45.2 31.2 1.4
1941-1951 India D 39.9 27.4 1 . 2
1962 PGE CD 52.0 19.0 3.3
1962 PGE LR 45.0 17.0 2.8
1962 PGE CS 37.0 12.0 2.5
1963 PGE CD 53.0 19.0 3.4
1963 PGE LR 42.0 16.0 2.6
1963 PGE CS 38.0 11.0 2.7
1964 PGE CD 55.0 20.0 3.5
1964 PGE LR 41.0 15.0 2.6
1964 PGE CS 42.0 13.0 2.9
1965 PGE CD 49.0 16.0 3.3
1965 PGE LR 39.0 12.0 2.7
1965 PGE CS 37.0 9.0 2.8
1962-65 PGE CD 52.0 18.0 3.4
1962-65 PGE LR 42.0 15.0 2.7
1962-65 PGE CS 38.0 11.0 2.7
1968 PGS CS 36.0 12.0 2.4
1969 PGS CS 36.0 12.0 2.4
1967-69 NIS CS 39.0 - -
1971 . PGS CS 37.0 11.0 2.6
1968-71 PGS CS 37.0 11.0 2.6
1974-75 PGS CS 40.5
Source: Rukanuddin et al, (1985: 182)
Notes: NIS = National Impact Survey; PFS = Pakistan Fertility Survey: 
PGE = Population Groth Estimation; PGS = Population Growth Survey. 
D = difference method; CD = Chandra and Deming method; CS = cross- 
sectional method; LR = longitudinal registration; RS = reverse 
survival method.
1.3.1 LIMITATIONS
The Population Welfare Programme Service Statistics cannot be 
taken at face value, especially for conventional contraceptives (i.e. 
condoms, jelly and foam) for which figures represent sales reported by 
service outlets and not actual use. Various studies and government 
documents reveal that the service statistics for the conventional 
methods greatly overestimate the programme's impact (Been and Seltzer, 
1968; Pakistan, 1976; Syed, 1981). Rukanuddin et al, (1985) and Syed,














15-19 110 130 120 60 131 56
20-24 226 303 264 233 275 271
25-29 291 373 332 267 315 348
30-34 283 353 318 252 259 305
35-39 187 250 218 199 188 226
40-44 79 114 96 125 77 128
45-49 42 67 54 72 11 73
TFR 6.1 8.0 7.0 6.0 6.3 7.0
Source*: Alam (1984: 66 & 69)
Notes: PGE = Population Growth Estimates 
Survey; PFS = Pakistan Fertility Survey.
; PGS = Population Growth
LR = Longitudinal registration system 
CD = Chandra and Deming method.
(1981) have applied a wastage factor of .75 and .50 respectively to all 
conventional methods while estimating the programme impact for the 
period 1965-75. On the basis of this evidence a wastage factor of 0.5 
is applied to conventional contraceptives in the present study to make 
an allowance for the difference between acquisition of contraceptives 
and their actual use.
Because of the non-availability of the required data from the 
Contraceptive Prevalence Survey, more sophisticated analysis cannot be 
undertaken. The method adopted for the present analysis is thus a 
simple model and results may be affected by the various assumptions of 
the model. One other serious limitation of the analysis relates to the
8use of conversion factors which transform the programme service 
statistics into effective users. These conversion factors are based on 
assumptions rather than on scientific studies of the acceptors.
1.4 THE FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMME IN RETROSPECT
The Family Planning Programme in Pakistan has a long and 
controversial history. It has passed through various phases, each 
subsuming the earlier rather than replacing it (UNFPA, 1979). The idea 
for such a programme was first proposed by a few public-spirited 
volunteers whose interest resulted in the formation of the Family 
Planning Association of Pakistan (FPAP) in 1953. The first phase of the 
programme started with the recognition of these efforts by the 
government when it allocated a token amount of one million rupees1 in 
the First Five-Year Plan (1955-60) to family planning (Pakistan, 1957). 
During this period the FPAP established clinics in selected cities and 
started providing family planning services.
The second phase started with the introduction of a family 
planning scheme through health dispensaries, hospitals and maternal and 
child welfare centres. The scheme was based on the recommendations of a 
team of two family planning experts made available by the Population 
Council, New York (Pakistan, 1960a: 130). The scheme was included in 
the Second Five Year Plan (1960-65), which aimed at providing family
planning facilities to 1.2 million families at a cost of Rs. 30.2
million (Pakistan, 1960b). The programme was funded by the Ford
Foundation, the Population Council and the Swedish Government. By the 
end of 1964 there were 2683 family planning clinics functioning in the 
country, of which 1094 clinics were in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). 
In order to strengthen the family planning programme the federal 
government established a Family Planning Council. Family Planning 
Boards were established at the provincial level. IUDs were introduced
■'■Currency equivalents: prior to 1972 one Rupee = US $ 0.21, up to 
February 1973 one Rupee = US $ 0.09, after February 1973 one Rupee = 
0.101. From January 1982 Rupee is floating against dollar and is linked 
to a basket of currencies (Pakistan, 1982.)
9as a regular method of family planning in selected clinics and 
hospitals. A training cum research project, known as the Medical Social 
Research Project (MESOREP), was established with the help of the 
Population Council (Pakistan, 1962:113; 1963:103; 1964:137).
However, the impact of the programme was far below expectations 
during this period due to lack of motivation and proper arrangements 
for the distribution of contraceptives. Since the programme was 
administered as a normal function of the existing health services, 
doctors and other health personnel, already over-burdened, could not 
give adequate attention to family planning (Family Planning Council, 
1965).
The third phase of the programme started with the adoption of a 
comprehensive and detailed scheme as part of the Third Five Year Plan 
(1965-70). The scheme separated the programme from the health sector 
and established its own infrastructure which was exclusively 
responsible for family planning. The Programme was now administered 
through the federal Family Planning Council and the provincial Family 
Planning Boards. The programme targetted a reduction of the crude birth 
rate (CBR) from 50/1000 to 40/1000 by 1970, by providing services to 20 
million couples in the country. The family planning work at the 
district level was administered by a Publicity-cum-Executive Officer. A 
Family Planning Officer was responsible for the programme at the local 
level. At the "grass roots' level was a part-time village dai 
(traditional midwife) whose main function was to disseminate 
contraceptive information and supplies and to refer clients to clinics 
or hospitals for IUD insertions. IUD insertions and sterilizations were 
carried out by part-time/contracted doctors. Supply outlets including
stores, pharmacies and public and private medical centres were
established. The scheme also provided for the establishment of a
National Research Institute of Family Planning (NRIFP) for both
clinical and socio- psychological research. The Medical Social Research
Project also continued during this period (Family Planning Council, 
1965).
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The scheme was vigorously launched and the programme gained 
considerable attention both at home and abroad. Staff were trained at 
the leading American population centres and placed in the 
administrative organisation. Progress reports and data were generated, 
published and analysed. The Pakistan-Sweden Family Welfare Project, 
MESOREP and the NRIFP undertook surveys and related field research. The 
programme received full government commitment and was judged to be one 
of the first successful national programmes. A team of foreign visitors 
came to see this administrative "model' of a family planning programme 
and most of the foreign observers and evaluation teams generally found 
positive things to report (Robinson, 1978:236).
During this period the programme was able to build up an efficient 
administrative structure to develop and implement policies contrary to 
traditional attitudes. It made the subject of family planning a matter 
for public discussion and generally frustrated any organised religious 
oposition (U.N/WHO, 1969). However, contraceptive use was low 
(Population Planning Council, n.d.) and inadequate for achieving 
fertility reduction goals (Shah, 1979).
The fourth phase of the programme started before the close of the 
Third Five-Year Plan, with the change in leadership in 1969. The 
Programme approach of giving key roles to the illiterate, poorly 
trained, part time and low paid dais was not considered successful. The 
Family Planning Officers exerted their energies, pressuring dais to 
achieve their targets. Failure to achieve targets often lead to their 
replacement, at rates as high as 40 per cent a year. Initial acceptors 
were not subsequently contacted for continued contraception which could 
help reduce fertility. Also the scheme had focussed on female acceptors 
with dais as motivators and had ignored the role played by males in a 
male dominated society (Ahmad, 1971).
The fifth phase centred round the Continuous Motivation System 
(CMS) approach. According to this approach a male-female motivator team 
was assigned to each operational unit with a target population of 8,000 
to* 12,000. Six teams were supervised by each Family Planning Officer.
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The teams were Ideally to be composed of a husband and wife or closely 
related local residents, who were literate, mature and well mannered.
The teams were required to keep complete records of the respective
areas in a household register. Target couples were to be identified and 
contacted. Each team was required to contact 20 couples per day and 
could revisit them once every three months. The initial visit was for 
the purpose of motivation to acceptance, while subsequent visits were 
for resupply of contraceptives or further motivation work. The 
household register was to be kept updated for each couple, including 
the adoption of a specific method or reasons for non-acceptance, to 
determine the future course of motivation. The motivator teams were 
required to become friendly with the couples and to persuade reluctant 
couples to accept contraception. Male motivators were also required to 
meet the male members of the community and arrange group meetings. For 
clinical methods the couples were to be referred to family planning 
clinics (Family Planning Council, 1969 ; Ahmad, 1971). The system was
introduced in Sialkot district in 1969 on a pilot basis and was
considered to be doing well (Osborn, 1974).
The extension of the scheme was disrupted because of a series of 
political crises in Pakistan, starting in late 1969 (including the 
separation of East and West Pakistan, the former becoming the
independent country of Bangladesh). By 1973 normalcy had returned and 
the programme resumed under new leadership. The programme was reviewed 
in 1974 by a special committee which approved the CMS approach with
certain modifications and additions. CMS was extended to include all
areas with a population density of 300 per square mile. The 
clinic-based female family planning visitors were converted into Family 
Welfare Visitors operating from clinics in the CMS areas. Mobile 
clinics were provided in the non CMS areas. Finally, the contraceptive 
innundation system was started which aimed at making contraceptives
(condoms and orals) available to the entire population by putting 
supplies in every village and every quarter of every urban area, 
through 50,000 shopkeepers and local agents as well as hospitals, 
clinics and full-time motivators. The Demographic Policy Action 
Research Centre (DPARC) was created to explore 'beyond family planning'
12
approaches. The extended CMS approach supplemented by the innundation 
scheme functioned until 1976 (Robinson, 1978).
The original CMS approach, the expanded CMS and the innundation 
scheme fell short of expectations for a number of reasons. The CMS 
concept was based on recruiting literate, married or closely related 
male-female teams living within the service area. The concept proved to 
be practically unworkable, as actual recruits were often young, 
unmarried women from outside the serving area and sometimes less 
educated than the prescribed standard. Even with lenient standards, at 
least 25 per cent of the posts always remained vacant. The motivators 
coming from outside faced transport problems which reduced the actual 
time spent in the field. The original as well as the expanded CMS never 
got off the ground and most eligible couples were never contacted. 
Similarly, innundation also proved unsuccessful because of an 
inadequate logistic and supply system and the unavailability of a large 
number of outlets (Population Division, 1982; Robinson, 1978).
During the sixth phase (1976-80) the programme remained in a 
transitory situation. A number of Committees were set up by the 
government to report on the reorganization of the programme. In early 
1977 the Pakistan Population Planning Council was abolished. The 
programme was federalized and placed under the Population Planning 
Division. In early 1978 it was recommended that the field operations of 
the programme become the responsibility of the provincial governments. 
Field operations, which were suspended in September 1977, were resumed 
in 1979 after almost two years. The reorganization committees and 
external reports on the Population Planning Programme observed that the 
programme suffered from a variety of factors; a thinly spread, large 
organisation; isolation from the non-governmental organisation (NGO) 
sector and the public; a rigid and uniform approach not in conformity 
with community structures and living patterns; an inept training system 
and weak communication strategies; and poor motivational skills and 
lack of programme oriented research (Population Division, 1982). 
Similar weaknesses were also identified by Robinson et al. (1981) as 
barriers to the success of the family planning programme in Pakistan.
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Figure 1-1: The Family Planning Programme Districts, Pakistan, 1986
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The programme entered into the present phase with the adoption of 
a Population Welfare Planning Plan 1981-84, based on past experience. 
The plan has now been extended to the entire sixth plan period 
(1983-88). Administrative districts having family planning programme 
are shown in Figure 1-1. The programme has been renamed the "Population 
Welfare Programme" and is now project oriented . It has a core 
programme which aims at providing population planning facilities 
through its network of Reproductive Health and Family Welfare Centres. 
The Family Health Manpower Development project provides clinical 
training facilities. Complementary projects are designed to seek 
coordination with other nation-building departments, disseminate 
information and education on population welfare, involve NGOs in this 
effort, and create awareness and demand for planned parenthood. Support 
activities include evaluation, research, training/orientation, and 
logistics of supply and distribution systems. The plan lends itself to 
critical evaluation and modification without disrupting continuity. In 
essence, the plan is not a single purpose birth-control or family 
planning programme with a clinical orientation but focusses essentially 
on the social issue of 'population welfare' (Population Division, 1982; 
Pakistan , 1984) .
The provisional results of the 1984 Contraceptive Prevalence 
Survey indicate a rise in ever-use as well as current use of
contraception as compared to the 1975 PFS. However, the overall
reported use of contraception is stil 1 low in Pakistan. In the
following chapters an attempt is made to examine the different views of
demographers about the role family planning programmes can play in 
lowering fertility; evaluate the performance of the family planning 
programme in Pakistan; and look into the non-comparability problems of 
the results based on service statistics and surveys.
^Programme activities are carried out through 28 different projects 
under major headings: Administation 5-projects, Core programme 




FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES AND FERTILITY DECLINE: A REVIEW
OF LITERATURE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Family planning programmes have become the main vehicles for 
spreading the message of fertility control and the means to do so. High 
fertility has caused great concern in the developing world, especially 
since World War II. Starting in 1952 in India, family planning 
programmes have been increasingly adopted in the developing world. By 
the end of the 1960s, 45 developing countries had adopted these 
programmes, and the number had increased to 81 by 1975 (Watson, 1977). 
The adoption of family planning programmes further increased in the 
1980s, and Lapham and Mauldin (1984) identified family planning 
programmes in 89 developing countries.
Demographers differ in their assessment of the role family 
planning programmes have played in lowering fertility levels. Cutright 
and Kelly (1981) divided demographers into three main groups on the 
basis of their distinct outlook towards family planning programmes. The 
first group is of the opinion that development and other direct actions 
such as female labour force participation, compulsory education of 
children, incentives for small families and disincentives for larger 
families can significantly reduce fertility in a shorter period of 
time. This group argues that instead of spending money on family 
planning programmes, investment should be in other sectors which would 
ultimately create the desire for smaller families and motivate people 
to control their fertility.
The second group believes that family planning programmes can
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speed up fertility decline only in a favourable socio-economic climate. 
Therefore, efforts should be directed towards making a society 
receptive to family planning policies. They believe that economic 
development and not family planning programmes create the demand for 
fertility control. Hence, economic development should be given priority 
over family planning programmes.
The third group believes that family planning programmes have 
their own independent effect. They argue that although development is 
important it is not a necessary pre-condition for fertility decline. 
They believe that effective family planning programmes can reduce 
fertility even in comparatively less developed countries. This 
literature review discusses the first two groups in general and the 
third group in particular, as evidence for this view is based on 
empirical studies.
2.2 THE FIRST APPROACH: DEVELOPMENT AND NOT FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES 
REDUCE FERTILITY
This group argues that family planning programmes cannot reduce 
fertility to replacement levels in poor countries because high infant 
and child mortality in these countries causes couples to want more 
children than are actually needed. These demographers give more 
importance to direct actions and development, which they understand has 
the potential to reduce fertility to low levels. They believe that 
family planning programmes are not formulated according to the 
requirements of the present time and they do not cover all aspects of a 
population policy.
Blake (1965) believes that neither family planning nor development 
and modernisation alone, nor a combination of these two can bring 
declines in fertility to a level in keeping with low mortality. She 
advocates that additional types of direct actions such as female 
participation in the labour force and compulsory education for children 
would have greater impacts in reducing fertility to a level close to 
mortality. She argues that the decline in fertility in the west could
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also be attributed to direct actions rather than to indirect actions 
such as economic development. She contends that policies which change 
family roles and provide alternative options for satisfaction from 
children would bring reductions in family size because these policies 
directly attack the motivational framework of reproduction.
Davis (1967) argues that family planning programmes are incapable 
of reducing fertility to replacement level because they are confined to 
preventing unwanted births. Family planning programmes can serve as an 
institution providing modern and efficient methods of contraception but 
cannot create a demand for their use. The demand for use of 
contraception is created by economic development and its effect on 
individual social status which (a) forces women to work outside the 
home; (b) makes children less productive and more expensive; (c) 
creates housing problems in the cities and forces people to restrict 
their family size. When such a situation arises, the means to control 
fertility are obtained whether family planning programmes exist or not. 
The decline in fertility in Japan, Taiwan and South Korea was a 
response to economic development and started before the adoption of 
family planning programmes. Blake also emphasises the importance of the 
legalization of abortion and direct actions such as incentives and 
disincentives which can drastically reduce fertility.
Some demographers also argue that family planning programmes are 
ineffective and unacceptable because of their in-built deficiencies. 
Development creates the motivation for smaller families and a desire 
for smaller families always finds its means with or without family 
planning programmes. Societal strategy and extensive institutional 
change as seen in China are considered to have a greater potential to 
reduce fertility (Demerath, 1976: 190).
2.3 THE SECOND APPROACH: DEVELOPMENT IS A PRE-REQUISITE FOR SUCCESSFUL 
FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES
The second group of demographers, which evolved in the 1970s, 
believes that family planning programmes may succeed under favourable
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socio-economic conditions, but have little effect on fertility in 
countries where economic development has not begun. They suggest that 
economic development should take precedence over the establishment of 
family planning programmes.
Family planning programmes may succeed in countries which have 
achieved some degree of economic development, modernisation, 
urbanisation and social advancement. Under these favourable conditions 
family planning programmes may speed up fertility decline. But in 
countries where economic development has not yet started or is at a 
very initial stage, larger families would still be desired and children 
considered as productive assets. Family planning programmes would not 
have any significant effect in poor countries, and such countries 
should therefore divert their resources towards economic development 
rather than family planning (Weeks, 1978:302-307).
Demeny (1979) arques that there is little theoretical basis for 
the opinion that family planning programmes can reduce fertility in an 
unfavourable setting. Population policies should focus their efforts on 
changing organisationl, political, economic and cultural factors which 
constrain the onset of fertility decline in developing countries. 
Family planning programmes can accelerate fertility decline if they are 
coupled with development and modernisation, but the latter should be 
given precedence over the former, as they have limited scope for 
affecting fertility independently.
Tabah (1980) states that where the motivation to control fertility 
is present, the onset of fertility decline may occur even in the 
absence of the diffusion of the means of contraception (e.g. Peru, 
Columbia and Brazil). However, fertility decline is faster when the 
means of fertility control are available and easily accessible through 
organised family planning programmes. He contends that the 
effectiveness of family planning programmes in bringing about fertility 
decline in the developing world largely depends on social and cultural 
norms and their inter-relationships, and these in turn explain changes 
in motivations.
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Whitney (1976) believes that family planning programmes by
themselves have a limited ability to achieve success in reducing 
fertility to low levels. He argues that substantial declines in 
fertility have occured in Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore and Japan with 
development and modernisation, in conjunction with efficient family 
planning programmes.
2.4 FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES HAVE AN INDEPENDENT EFFECT: EMPIRICAL 
EVIDENCE
A third group of researchers maintains that family planning 
programmes not only facilitate fertility decline but also create the 
motivation for smaller families. These demographers also emphasise the 
importance of development but do not consider it to be a necessary 
pre-condition for fertility decline.
Government family planning programmes aimed directly at reducing 
fertility are more cost-effective than indirect development programmes 
of fertility control. Family planning will not be effective unless it 
is backed by sufficient resources, effective management and strong 
political support. Family planning programmes should be allocated more 
funds, and given higher priority. There is little evidence to suggest 
that living standards could be improved in developing countries by 
reducing the family planning budget and devoting the resources thus 
saved to other programmes. There is also little evidence to suggest 
that other developmental efforts using the same resources could achieve 
more than a fraction of the fertility impact achieved by the family 
planning programmes (Simmons, 1979).
Freedman (1979) believes that, when motivation is present, both 
the concept of the legitimacy of contraception and its availability 
have an independent effect in determining the onset and speed of 
fertility decline. He argues that the rapidity with which
contraception has spread and fertility declined in a number of less 
developed countries (LDCs) far exceeds the European experience. In 
Taiwan, fertility fell by 50 per cent between 1961 and 1975. Changes of
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a similar magnitude occured in Korea, Mauritius and Singapore. In 
Thailand, which is far less developed than Taiwan, the proportion of 
people who had ever used contraceptives in rural areas increased from 
11 to 35 per cent in 6 years. Among the 36 LDCs with a population of 10 
million or more, 15 had registered a decline of 10 per cent or more in 
birth rates between 1965-75. The birth rate has fallen in China because 
it has a high pressure, high priority birth control programme operating 
through a political-social system capable of reaching the masses and 
influencing their attitudes. Fertility has also fallen in Indonesia 
which is overwhelmingly rural, poor and not well educated, and where 
health facilities are meagre. Strong political pressure and a strong 
family planning programme are the probable reasons for this 
achievement.
Using different techniques, Mauldin and Berelson (1978) attempted 
to analyse fertility decline in 94 developing countries. They found a 
substantial association between socio-economic factors and the crude 
birth rate (CBR) over a 10-year period. A multiple correlation of 0.66 
was found between socio-economic factors and CBR decline, whereas when 
the family planning programme factor was combined with socio-economic 
factors the multiple correlation rose to 0.83. Their analysis indicates 
that socio-economic development and family planning programme efforts 
both decrease fertility and that programme effort adds substantially 
(about 25 per cent) to fertility decline when combined with social 
variables. The authors found that a
"High social setting was associated with only modest CBR 
declines, unless linked to significant family planning effort. 
Countries with both significant programme effort and a high 
social setting had an average CBR decline of about 30 per cent, 
those with only significant programme effort, a decline of 20 
per cent, those with a high social setting alone a drop of 5 
per cent and those with neither a zero change" (Mauldin and 
Berelson, 1978:127)
Lapham and Mauldin (1984) reviewed the impact of family planning 
programmes and socio-economic change on fertility in 93 countries. They 
found a stronger relationship between fertility and programme effort 
than between fertility and social setting. From their findings they 
concluded that family planning programmes can contribute substantially 
to increased contraceptive use and thus reduce fertility.
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The above findings were also confirmed by Tsue and Bogue (1978). 
3ased on data for 113 LDCs with 1968-75 as the reference period, their 
study examined eight socio-economic indicators: GNP, per cent of
population urbanised, the infant mortality rate, life expectancy at 
birth, per cent of the employed female population in agriculture, 
literacy ratio and school enrolment of males and females aged 6-23 
years. They found that organised family planning efforts made a major 
contribution to fertility decline in much of the developing world. On 
the basis of their findings they predicted that the future course of 
world fertility may be determined largely by the size, quality and 
spread of family planning campaigns. They also predicted that by the 
year 2000 most LDCs will be in a phase of fertility decline and a large 
number of countries now underdeveloped will be at or closer to 
replacement level fertility, provided the family planning programme 
continues vigorously.
Demeny (1979) and Davis (1984) criticised Tsue and Bogue for their 
optimistic view of fertility decline as a result of family planning 
programmes. They hold the view that the decline in birth rates in LDCs 
is not as fast as estimated by Tsue and Bogue. They also consider that 
vigorous family planning programmes are not the reason for the decline, 
but that the population in the LDCs is responding to economic and 
social development, particularly urbanisation, industrialisation and 
education. They argue that, in most cases, the stage of development 
reached in LDCs is enough to produce declines in birth rates regardless 
of the presence or otherwise of a family planning programme.
There is, however, little disagreement among demographers that 
easy access to modern and efficient methods of contraception will 
accelerate the decline in fertility. Fertility decline may not be as 
fast as estimated by Tsue and Bogue but the pace of fertility decline 
would be much slower in the absence of family planning programmes. 
Development alone is not sufficient to bring a decline in fertility 
(Tabah, 1980) .
Studies in developed countries such as the United States also
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emphasise the importance of family planning programmes. Using data from 
surveys conducted in seven areas of different ethnic and economic 
composition in the United States, Okada and Gillespie (1977) found that 
organised and government supported family planning clinics were highly 
effective in preventing unwanted and miss-timed pregnancies. Clients of 
such programmes were poor and could not afford private physicians. They 
were also unlikely to use non-medical contraceptives efficiently in the 
absence of organised family planning sources.
Outright and Kelly (1981) analysed the relationship between family 
planning efforts, socio-economic development and other variables such 
as Islamic culture and legal abortions in 81 developing countries. 
Using different techniques, they found that family planning programmes 
were the most important predictors of fertility change. The impact of a 
family planning programme on fertility was found to have twice the 
effect of development. They concluded that family planning programmes 
are more likely than development programmes to result in cost-effective 
decreases in birth rates in the majority of less developed countries.
Examining changes in CBR between 1960 and 1980 in relation to 
different socio-economic and family planning variables in 83 developing 
countries, Cutright (1983) found that literacy, life expectancy and 
family planning effort had a stronger relationship with fertility 
measures than with any measure of economic development. Literacy and 
life expectancy were found to be more strongly correlated with family 
planning programme effort than economic development indicators or 
urbanisation. He argues that "No significant impact can be attributed 
to indicators of economic development once family planning effort and 
social development indicators are held constant.... The effects of 
urbanisation are always small in comparison to the impact of education, 
health and family planning programme effort" (Cutright, 1983:101). His 
study shows that family planning was a significant predictor of change 
in the CBR in 1960-80. An increase of 10 points in family planning 
effort brought a net decline of 4-5 points in the 1960-80 CBR change. 
He concludes that policies to reduce fertility should concentrate 
simultaneously on increasing literacy, improving health conditions and 
strengthening family planning efforts.
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Using World Fertility Survey data for Colombia, Costa Rica. Korea, 
Malaysia and Nepal, Rodriquez (3978) found that greater availabilty and 
accessabi1ity of services through family planning programmes was 
associated with an increased use of contraception and a decline in 
fertility, independent of education and urban residence. In Costa 
Rica, Malaysia and Korea, where services were widely available, 
differences in contraceptive use between urban and rural women were 
small. Contraceptive use lags far behind in Nepal, due to lower 
availablity and accessibility of contraceptives.
Khoo and Park (1978) examined the effect of family planning 
programmes in Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. They found that 8 
to 11 years after the establishment of family planning programmes, 
substantial declines in fertility were observed in these countries. The 
effect of the family planning programme on fertility was estimated by 
converting contraceptive use in the programme into the number of births 
averted in a particular year. The component of the fertility decline 
due to programme contraceptive use was taken as the difference between 
the potential fertility schedule and the actual observed. Their study 
indicates that the portion of fertility decline which could be 
attributed to the programme among the four countries ranged from 30 per 
cent in Taiwan to almost 60 per cent in Singapore. The authors conclude 
that effective use of contraception by programme acceptors appears to 
have curtailed fertility rates significantly and hastened the fertility 
transition.
2.5 CONCLUSION
The above discussion shows that there are a variety of views 
regarding family planning and its effectiveness in reducing fertility. 
Family planning programmes are also viewed as having an independent 
effect on fertility. Empirical studies suggest that family planning 
programmes are highly correlated to fertility reduction, but their 
effectiveness is substantially enhanced in favourable social contexts. 
Family planning programmes which are backed by strong political 
support, use good communication strategies, are well integrated with
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other developmental efforts, and are capable of reaching the masses in 




FAMILY PLANNING ACCEPTORS AND FERTILITY
This chapter analyses the data on family planning acceptors in 
Pakistan for the period 1976-84 and assesses the impact of the 
programme on fertility in the form of births averted in 1985. Using 
potential fertility of these acceptors and number of births averted, 
the impact is transformed into estimated marital age specific fertility 
rates in 1985. The estimated marital fertility schedule thus depicts 
the family planning programme effect during the study period on the 
basis of service statistics from the Population Welfare Programme (the 
official name of the family planning programme in Pakistan).
3.1 METHODOLOGY
3.1.1 Component Projection Approach II.
The selection of methodology for any analysis depends on the type 
and quality of data available. There are different methods which can be 
used for the evaluation of family planning programmes and their impact 
on fertility (U.N. 1979). Each of these methods requires specific data 
inputs. The methodology adopted for the present analysis is the 
Component Projection Approach II. This is a simple model compared to 
the Component Projection Approach I, which is a computerized model and 
requires more data inputs. In view of the data available, the 
application of Component Projection Approach II is considered to be 
more appropriate.
The Component Projection Approach II, which estimates the impact 
of birth control programmes on fertility, was originally proposed by 
Lee and Isbister (1966). This method uses service statistics for the
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estimation of family planning acceptors and the effect of such levels 
of family planning use on fertility. A detailed account of this method 
is also given in UN (1979: 63-75). The method is used to estimate the 
number of births averted in year t by taking into account the number of 
effective users from 1 April of year t-1 to 1 April of year t. Since 
there is an interval of nine months between conception and birth, 
births prevented in year t result from the practice of family planning 
between 1 April of year t-1 and 1 April of year t. The number of births 
averted by couples or women in age group i are the product of:
Qi-t x gi
where
Qj,t = number of women in the ith age group in year t who were 
practicing totally effective contraception during the period from 1 
April of year t-1 to 1 April of year t;
g^= potential fertility estimate of the number of women Q^.t in 
age group i;
i= successive age groups of women of reproductive ages, 
15-19,20-24...45-49.
3.1.2 Assumptions
The method assumes that:
1 . Acceptance occurs at a constant rate throughout each year of 
the programme so that, on average, each acceptor who does not 
discontinue remains in the programme for a period of 6 months during 
the year of acceptance;
2. The number of users as of 1 October (the mid-point) of year t-1 
represents the average number of users between 1 April t-1 and 1 April 
of year t.
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3 . Acceptors as of 1 October in the year t-1 remain in the
programme for an average of 4.5 months (mid-point of nine months. 1
January-30 September)
4. Mortality of users between 1 April of year t-1 and 1 April of 
year t is considered negligible;
5. Acceptors are distributed evenly among all ages within age 
groups.
3.2 DATA ANALYSIS
Family planning programme service statistics on IUD, 
sterilisation, conventional contraceptives, oral pills and injectables 
for the period 1976 through 1984 (Table 3-1) are utilised for 
estimating births prevented in 1985 by programme efforts in Pakistan. 
Birth control facilities like sterilisation, IUDs, and injectables are 
available at reproductive health centres and clinics, whereas other 
contraceptives such as condoms, jellies, foams and oral pills are also 
distributed through programme personnel and registered district 
distribution points. Service statistics for different contraceptives 
are converted into acceptors and effective users using the following 
procedure (Population Welfare Division, n.d.):
1. 1 sterilisation = 1 acceptor = 1 effective user
— r t2. 1 IUD insertion = 1 acceptor = Y = a x e
where
Y= effective user (also the retention rate), Note: 0 < Y < 1
a= constant (0.8444) that allows for immediate expulsion,
e= base of natural logarithm,
r= constant (0.0346) which measures the monthly rate of
discontinuation, and
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t= time (in months).
Factors "a" and "r" are taken from the 1967 IUD Retention Survey 
(Siddiqui and Donald, 1968), which are the only data available. The 
factor r also incorporates female survival rates.
3. 13 cycles of oral pills = 1 acceptor = 0.6 of an effective
user;
4. 100 condoms = 1 acceptor = 0.6 of an effective user;
5. 100 applications of foam and jelly etc = 1 acceptor = 0.45 of 
an effective user;
6. 4 injectables = 1 acceptor = 0.45 of an effective user.
Table 3-1: Number of Contraceptives Used, Pakistan, 1976-84
Methods 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
1 217681 113465 59797 97457 89326 89640 77280 124922 173866
2 17196 9484 8182 18732 27261 40495 31871 27768 46703
3 4686 2757 1356 2723 2712 384 277 527 863
4 113253 72037 52457 73282 69289 3217 2393 44100 73651
5 _ _ _ 6246 19775 25629 26265 66895 96960
Source: Population Welfare Division (Unpublished data).
1= IUD 2= Sterilisation 3= Oral pills (in 000)
4= Conventional Contraceptives (in 000) 5= Injectables
For estimation of number of births averted in year t, ,t and
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under 25 6.4 1.0 12.3 12.2 14.0
25-29 18.2 6.0 19.0 25.4 18.0
30-34 18.1 22.0 21.5 16.8 21.0
35-39 19.6 27.0 22.0 25.1 22.0
40-44 19.3 25.0 16.0 13.0 14.0
45-49 18.4 19.0 9.2 7.5 11.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: Pakistan Contraceptive Prevalence Survey 1984, 
unpublished provisional results.
are to be worked out (Q- is the cumulated number of women in the ith 
age group practicing contraception in year t and g^ is their potential 
fertility). Since service statistics do not provide any information on 
age specific contraceptive use, Q^,t is estimated using the age 
distribution of contraceptive users observed in the CPS. This age 
distribution is assumed to be constant for the study period. The 
potential fertility is taken from the 1963-65 Population Growth 
Estimation (PGE) survey which was undertaken prior to initiation of a 
nationwide family planning programme in Pakistan. The PGE adopted two 
independent systems: longitudinal registration and cross-sectional
surveys. These two systems generated two sets of vital events 
estimates. A third set of vital events was obtained by applying Chandra 
and Deming method to the data acquired through these two systems. 
Potential fertility used in this analysis refers to the average of 
fertility schedules obtained by the longitudinal registration system 
and the Chandra and deming technique, and are hereafter refered to the 
PGE 1963-65 fertility schedule. It may also be mentioned here that the
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estimates derived by the Chandra and Deming method showed the highest 
values; the longitudinal registration system yield moderate estimates 
and the cross-sectional surveys showed the lowest values. The average 
of Chandra and Deming and longitudinal registration estimates are 
considered more representative of the potential fertility levels in 
Pakistan (Rukanuddin et al , 1985) and are also consistent with the
Pakistan Fertility Survey estimates (Alam, 1984).
Based on World Fertility Survey data and other secondary sources 
Dyson and Murphy (1985) have argued that fertility in late 1950s and 
early 1960s may have been unusually high in a number of developing 
countries including the Indian sub-continent. Fertility surveys in 
Pakistan, however, do not clearly show such a trend and the data 
appears to be rather inconsistent, as indicated in Table 1-3. Because 
of methodological differences the findings of different fertility 
surveys including the PGE and the Population Growth Surveys undertaken 
in the 1960s and 1970s are not consistent ant hence it is not clear 
whether such an unusually high fertility existed during this period in 
Pakistan. However, if the fertility was in fact high, the use of the 
PGE 1963-65 fertility schedule for potential fertility might imply a 
greater reduction than what actually has taken place.
Unlike in many other developing countries, contraceptives were not 
available prior to the initiation of the family planning programme in 
Pakistan (Syed, 1981; Rukanuddin et al, 1985). However, the PGE was 
undertaken at a time when the family planning programme existed in the 
country, although on a very limited scale. Sirageldin et al, (1976)
observed that contraception was not practiced in Pakistan before the 
initiation of a nationwide family planning programme in 1965. Hence, 
the marital fertility rates of the PGE (which was undertaken prior to 
initiation of a nationwide family planning programme) are considered 
appropriate potential fertility rates.
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3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Intra-Uterine Device (IUD)
Unpublished information on IUD acceptance for the period 1976 to 
1984 (Table 3-1) was obtained by personal communication from the 
Population Welfare Division. These data are utilised for estimating 
acceptors by age group (Appendix A.l), using the age specific pattern 
of IUD use found in the 1984 CPS (Table 3-2). Effective users as of 1 
October 1984 given in Table 3-3 were derived using continuation rates 
(Appendix A.2) of the 1967 IUD Retention Survey (Appendix A.3, A.4). 
Since no survey data are available the cumulated number of women 
protected against pregnancy by IUD as of 1 October 1984 was calculated 
on the assumption that women are uniformly distributed within a 
five-year age group and that one-fifth pass on to the next age group 
every 12 months. These age shifts were adjusted according to the 
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The results show that an estimated 56.000 births were averted 
through IUD us in 1985, reulting in a 1.6 per cent desline in fertility 
(Table 3-3). The usage pattern of IUDs suggests that it becomes 
increasingly acceptable with age.














Effective Births Total Estimated %
users averted expected MASFR decline
births (000)
under 25 362 3814 11904 4306 1380668 360.9 0.2
25-29 350 2732 40668 14213 956200 344.8 1.3
30-34 332 2334 48948 16226 774888 325.0 2.0
35-39 233 2068 51876 12061 481844 227.1 2.3
40-44 110 1914 52282 5751 210540 107.0 2.7
45-49 . 067 1610 50258 3367 107870 64.9 3.1
TMFR 9.1 8.95 (1.6)
Sources: * Final report of the Population Growth Estimation 
Experiments (1962-65). Fertility at ages under 25 
represents average of the age groups 15-19 & 20-24. 
** Projected population as of mid 1985.
*** Effective users as of 1 October 1984 (Appendix A.4).
3.3.2 Sterilisation
Data on sterilisation for the period 1976-1984 are also obtained 
from service statistics of the Population Welfare Division and
converted into acceptors by age groups according to the distribution 
found in the 1984 CPS (Appendix A.5). Five-year survivorship ratios of 
the South Asian Pattern (UN, 1982), with an expectation of life at 53 
years for females and 54 years for males, were used for deriving
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survivors of sterilisation acceptors after p months (Appendix A.6). 
Applying these survivorship ratios, sterilisation acceptors were 
estimated for 1 October in the year of acceptance (Appendix A.7). Using 
the same procedure as for IUDs, shifts in ages were adjusted by 
allowing 1/5 of the acceptors to move to the next age group every 12 
months. Sterilisation acceptors as of 1 October 1984 are given in 
Appendix A.8. Using the potential fertility of these acceptors it is 
estimated that around 37,000 births were averted by sterilisation 
acceptors in 1985 and the fertility level was reduced by 1.2 per cent 
(Table 3-4).
Table 3-4: Number Of Births Averted By Sterilisation and its Effect

























under 25 362 3814 990 358 1380668 361.9 0.03
25-29 350 2732 8702 3041 956200 348.9 0.31
30-34 332 2334 34209 11340 774888 327.1 1.47
35-39 233 2068 54738 12727 481844 226.8 2.66
40-44 110 1914 56581 6224 210540 106.7 3.00
45-49 067 1610 46396 3109 107870 65.1 2.83
TMFR 9.1 8.99 (1.2)




Information on oral contraceptive acceptors available from the 
Population Welfare Division is based on the number of cycles 
distributed by clinics, family planning personnel and district 
distribution points. Oral contraceptive acceptors were classified into 
users by conventional age groups applying the observed age distribution 
of the pill users of the CPS (Appendix A.9). The numbers of effective 
acceptors of oral contraceptive as of 1 October each year were derived 
by dividing service statistics by 13 and adjusting the product by using 
a conversion factor of 0.6 (Appendix A.10). The number of cumulated 
effective users as of 1 October 1984 is given in Table 3-5. The results 
show that the use of oral contraceptive has averted an estimated 
193,000 births in 1985 and has reduced the overall fertility by about 5 
per cent (Table 3-5).
3.3.4 Conventional Contraceptives
The numbers of conventional contraceptives used in Pakistan during 
1976-84 are derived from service statistics and the age distribution of 
users observed in the CPS (Appendix A.11). Conventional contraceptives, 
which'include condoms, jellies and foams, are usually acquired in bulk. 
These contraceptives, particularly condoms, maintain their 
effectiveness and lubrication only for a specific period of time. They 
are mostly received through USAID and their effective life is 
considerably reduced by the time they reach their destination. 
Consequently, a considerable proportion are likely to be wasted. Some 
studies suggest that the conversion rate used for conventional 
contraceptives (ie 100 units = 1 acceptor) is not reasonable in view of 
the apparent wastage (Syed, 1981; Rukanuddin, 1985 and Pakistan, 1976). 
In this study it is assumed that 50 per cent of conventional 
contraceptives are wasted or, in other words, 200 units of conventional 
contraceptives make one acceptor. This is further adjusted for 
continuation of use by applying a continuation rate of 0.5 for a mix of 
conventional contraceptives (Appendix A.12). The cumulated number of 
effective users as of 1 October 1984 is given in Table 3-6. The number 
of births averted by these methods is derived from the potential 
fertility of the users. It is estimated that effective use of these
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Table 3-5: Number Of Births Averted By Oral Cnntraceptive

























under 25 362 3814 92453 33440 1380668 353.2 2.4
25-29 350 2732 142813 49913 956200 331.7 5.2
30-34 332 2334 161606 53572 774888 309.0 6.9
35-39 233 2068 165362 38447 481844 214.4 8.0
40-44 110 1914 120264 13229 210540 103.1 6.3
45-49 067 1610 69152 4633 107870 64.1 4.3
TMFR 9.1 8.64 (5.0)
Sources: * ; ** As in Table 3-3 
*** Appendix A .10
methods averted around 350,000 births in 1985 and depressed fertility 
by about 9 per cent (Table 3-6). The use pattern of conventional 
contraceptives does not show any specific pattern by age although it 
accounts for more than 50 per cent of births averted (Table 3-9).
3.3.5 Injectables
The use of injectables is relatively new in Pakistan. Injectables 
were introduced as a contraception method on an experimental basis in 
early 1979 and gradually extended to cover the whole of the country 
(Appendix A.13). As for all other contraceptives, age-specific data on 
the use of injectables is not available from service statistics. The 
data on injectables are converted into acceptors using the conversion 
rates and age specific use observed in the CPS. Effective users are
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Table 3-6: Number Of Births Averted By Conventional Cnntraceptives























under 25 362 3814 160191 57941 1380668 346.8 4 .2
25-29 350 2732 333512 116563 956200 307.3 12.2
30-34 332 2334 220593 73127 774888 300.7 9 .4
35-39 233 2068 329573 76626 481844 195.9 15.9
40-44 110 1914 170696 18777 210540 100.2 8 .9
45-49 067 1610 98478 6598 107870 62.9 6.1
TMFR 9 .1 8.30 (8.8)
Sources: * ; ** As in Table 3-3 
*** Appendix A .12
Note: These estimate assume a "wastage factor" of 0.5 (see text).
derived by applying a conversion factor of 0.45 (Appendix A.14). 
Results show that the effective users of this method have averted 
around 7,000 births in 1985 and have a negligible effect of 0.4 per 
cent on fertility (Table 3-7). There is a pattern of increasing use of 
injectables with age.
3.4 OVERALL IMPACT OF THE PROGRAMME
The application of the Component Projection Approach II to the 
data on family planning acceptance in Pakistan for the period 1976-84 
shows that, in all, an estimated 643,000 births were averted by
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Table 3-7: Number Of Births Averted By Injectables

























under 25 362 3814 3809 1378 1380668 361.6 0.11
25-29 350 2732 4895 1711 956200 349.4 0.17
30-34 332 2334 5712 1894 774888 331.2 0.24
35-39 233 2068 5984 1391 481844 232.3 0.30
40-44 110 1914 3809 419 210540 109.8 0.18
45-49 067 1610 2991 200 107870 66.9 0.15
TMFR 9.1 9.06 (0.4)
Sources: * ; ** As in Table 3-3 
*** Appendix A .14
programme acceptors in 1985 (Table 3-8). It is estimated that about 61 
per cent of these births were averted by women in the age groups 25-39. 
Use of IUDs and sterilisation increases up to age group 40-44 and then 
declines. The decline occurs early for oral contraceptive and 
injectables. Conventional contraceptives are more commonly used across 
all age groups and are responsible for 54 per cent of births averted, 
followed the pill, responsible for 30 per cent. The use pattern of 
contraceptives suggest that more effective methods, such as IUD and 
sterilisation, become more popular as age of user increases (Table 3-2; 
3-9) .
The analysis indicates that current use of contraception derived 
from service statistics does not match that reported in the 1984 CPS.
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under 25 . 3617 269347 10.6 97423 15.1
25-29 . 3495 530590 20.8 185441 28.9
30-34 .3315 471068 18.5 156159 24.3
35-39 . 2325 607533 23.8 141252 22.0
40-44 .1100 403632 15.8 44400 6.9
45-49 . 0670 267275 10.5 17907 2.8
Total 2549445 100.0 642582 100.0
Source: * As in Table 
** Tables 3-3,
3-3
3-4, 3-5, 3-6, and 3 .7
The use of conventional contraceptives, the pill and IUD apparently 
exceeds that reported in the survey. A similar pattern was observed by 
Syed (1981). However, for sterilisation and injectables, the estimated 
use derived from service statistics was less than that reported in the 
survey (Table 3-10) and is in contrast with Syed's finding for the 
period 1965-75. This apparent over-reporting of sterilisation and 
injectables in the CPS is unusual. The over-reporting of sterilisation 
suggests that probably hysterectomy-type operations are reported to 
have been done for family planning purposes. This also suggests that 
sterilisation is becoming more acceptable but acceptors tend to go to 
private doctors for such operations instead of utilizing programme 
facilities. However, this needs further investigation in the light of 
the specific characteristics of sterilisation acceptors.
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Table 3-9: Percentage Distribution of Births Averted by Age for











under 25 4.4 0.4 34.3 59.5 1.4 100.0
25-29 7.7 1.6 26.9 62.9 0.9 100.0
30-34 10.4 7.3 34.3 46.8 1.2 100.0
35-39 8.5 9.0 27.2 54.3 1.0 100.0
40-44 13.0 14.0 29.8 42.3 0.9 100.0
45-49 18.8 17.4 25.9 36.8 1 . 1 100.0
8.7 ' 5.7 30.1 54.4 1 . 1 100.0
source: Table 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, 3-(3 and 3-7
The comparative over-estimation of injectables in the CPS suggests 
that injectables may be readily available from other than programme 
sources and are not associated with any major side effects. This, 
however, needs to be examined in the light of the availabilty of 
injectables and the characteristics of acceptors. If injectables are 
not readily available from other than programme sources, the difference 
between the reported use of injectables in the CPS and the estimated 
use on the basis of service statistics clearly suggests that the 
conversion factor of 0.45 is too low. If the conversion factor is 
increased to about 0.70 the estimates of service statistics agree with 
those reported in the CPS. The analysis suggests that there is a need 
for re-examining the conversion factors of service statistics into 
acceptors and those of acceptors into effective users. Specific studies 
should be conducted of acceptors of different methods and in-depth 
analyses can be expected to generate more reliable conversion factors.
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2.0 1.6 5.8 10.2 0.2 19.8
Sources:
(1) Provisional results of the 1984 CPS. The CPS results are based on 
7405 currently married non-pregnant women of reproductive ages.
(2) Derived on the basis of users estimated in Tables 3-3, 3-4 
3-5, 3-6 and 3-7. The estimates are based on 12,865,000 projected 
currently married women of reproductive ages as of mid 1984. The 
estimated contraceptive use will be slightly higher if only 
non-pregnant women are included.
Note: * In the present analysis a wastage factor of 0.5 has been 
assumed for conventional contraceptives. If the service statistics 
are taken at face value and no wastage factor is applied, the 
corresponding estimated use rate would be 20.4 per cent for 
conventional contraceptives and 30.0 per cent for all methods.
On the basis of prevelant rates for converting service statistics 
into effective users, the analysis suggests that either contraceptive 
use is substantially under-reported in the 1984 CPS or that service 
statistics over-estimate family planning acceptors in the case of 
conventional contraceptives, oral contraceptive and IUDs.
3.4.1 Effect of Contraception on Marital Fertility
The ultimate goal of the family planning programme in Pakistan is 
to reduce fertility. How far this aim is achieved could be estimated 
from the potential fertility and the current fertility of the female 
population in the reproductive ages. The difference between potential 
fertility and the estimated marital age-specific fertility derived in 
the present analysis (Figure 3.1) is attributable to family planning
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programme factors. This, however, is based on the assumption that 
potential fertility used in this analysis indicates the true 
reproductive behaviour of Pakistani women, that the estimates of 
fertility control derived on the basis of service statistics are fairly 
reliable, and that programme contraceptors alone are controlling 
fertility. The figure 3-1 illustrates an anomaly in the estimated MASFR 
pattern. The decline from the first to the second age group is more 
rapid than would be expected, indicating that the MASFR for the second 
age group (25-29) may be underestimated.
Table 3-11: Marital Age Specific Fertility Rates Estimated on the

























Under 25 362 3814 1380668 97423 1283245 336 7.2
25-29 350 2732 956200 185441 770759 282 19.4
30-34 332 2334 774888 156159 618729 265 20.2
35-39 232 2068 481844 141252 340592 165 29.2
40-44 110 1914 210540 44400 166140 87 20.9
45-49 67 1610 107870 17907 89963 56 16.4
(TMFR) 9.1 7.6 (16.5
Sources:
1) For potential fertility and number of births averted see Table 3-8
2) Women aged 15-49 were projected as of mid 1985 using the FIVFIV/ 
SINSIN computer programme (Population Council 1974). Number of 
currently married women in each age group was obtained by applying 
the proportion of currently married women observed in the 1981 Census
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The effect of contraception on marital fertility can be observed 
by subtracting the number of births averted by programme acceptors in 
1985 from the number of births expected on the basis of potential 
fertility. It is estimated that around 643,000 births out of a total of 
3,767,000 expected births were averted by programme acceptors in 1985. 
The difference between the potential fertility of women aged 15-49 and 
their estimated fertility shows that the programme efforts have reduced 
fertility by 16.5 percent during 1976-85. Fertility has declined more 
in age groups 25-29 to 40-44 with the highest decline in age group 
35-39 (29 % ) . However, the overall fertility decline is quite marginal 
and the estimated total fertility rate of 1985 is only 1.5 children 
less than the base level of 9.1 in 1976 (Table 3-11). The following 
chapter compares the results from different data sources and attempts 
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SERVICE STATISTICS, SURVEYS AND CONTRACEPTIVE USE
In the previous chapter family planning acceptors were estimated 
as of 1 October 1984. Since the Contraceptive Prevelance Survey was 
conducted in Pakistan in late 1984 its results should be comparable 
with those obtained in the present study. The comparison, however, 
indicates that the results of the two sources differ widely (Table 
3.10). The figure for current use of contraception in 1984 derived from 
service statistics (30 % if service statistics are taken at face value 
and 19.8 % if 50 per cent of the conventional contraceptives are 
discounted for wastage) is far greater than that obtained in the 1984 
CPS (8.6%). The use of sterilisation is highest in the CPS followed by 
conventional contraceptives and the pill, whereas service statistics 
yield a higher use of conventional contraceptives followed by the pill 
and IUDs. The analysis suggests that either service statistics 
over-estimate contraceptive use or the CPS substantially under-reports 
usage. The same type of results were observed by Syed (1981) who 
compared the 1975 PFS reported contraceptive use with estimates derived 
from service statistics. The present chapter is thus devoted to 
examining this problem of discrepancies in estimates based on different 
data sources and estimating the most probable rate of contraceptive use 
in Pakistan in both 1975 and 1984, by applying indirect techniques.
4.1 SERVICE STATISTICS
Data on contraceptive use are compiled at the national level by 
the mopulation Welfare Division on the basis of information received 
from the provincial governments which are responsible for implementing 
the family planning programme. The provincial government's information 
is based on data received from Family Welfare Centres, Reproductive
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Health Centres, registered district distribution points (such as 
chemist shops, grocery stores and other retailers), as well as 
community distributors and volunteers who assist service delivery 
through the sale of condoms and oral pills. In addition, other 
government, non-government and public service organisations also 
provide family planning services through their own infrastructures to 
complement the services provided through programme channels, and their 
performance data are also included in the service statistics of the 
Population Welfare Division.
Services like sterilisation, IUDs and injectables are provided 
free of cost, whereas conventional contraceptives and the pill are 
provided at subsidized rates and are well within the purchasing 
capacity of most citizens. The low prices of these contraceptives has 
led to the opinion that contraceptives acquired are not fully utilized 
and a significant proportion are wasted. As pointed out in Chapter 3, 
some of the wastage also results from deterioration of contraceptives 
over time. In other words, some of the contraceptives included in the 
service statistics and assumed to be used are actually not used. 
Commenting on conversion rates of the programme service statistics into 
acceptors, a Planning Commission document states:
"Programme assumptions are reasonable as far as 
sterilisation and IUDs are concerned but look to be false for 
conventional contraceptives, which form by and large a major 
component of the programme. No studies are available on the 
sexual behaviour of our population as to how many conventional 
contraceptives are required to give one month's protection for 
conversion into notional acceptors" (Pakistan, 1976: 201).
Service statistics may over-estimate contraceptive use for a 
number of reasons, some of which are intentional, some relating to 
record keeping and others because of procedural drawbacks and 
inefficiencies (Laing, 1982).
Service statistics over-report contraceptive use because of some 
in-built deficiencies in record keeping systems. If a person who agrees 
to use a contraceptive or who obtains contraceptives from a programme 
source is taken as an acceptor, whether or not he or she used those
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contraceptives, service statistics would not be truly representative of 
actual use. Such a definition of acceptor upwardly biases the estimated 
contraceptive use. The record keeping system of acceptors in Pakistan 
suffers from such inadequacies, especially for non-clinical methods 
like conventional and oral contraceptives.
Service statistics may also be affected where different geographic 
areas and programme outlets are given quotas for registering new 
acceptors. Service statistics of the family planning programme in 
Pakistan suffered from the quota allocation system during the 1965-70 
period when programme workers were replaced for not achieving their 
targets. Though much emphasis was laid on IUD insertions during that 
period, perhaps reporting of all contraceptives was affected. This is 
obvious from the 1975 Pakistan Fertility Survey (PFS) results. If 
programme service statistics were taken at face value for the period 
1965-75 fertility would have been much lower in 1975 than was actually 
observed in the PFS.
Service statistics may also be inflated if the programme budget is 
allocated on the basis of registering new acceptors. In such a 
situation instead of making genuine efforts to register new acceptors 
or to make old acceptors continue their use, there could be a general 
tendency to incorporate fictitious statistics on acceptors. Such a 
situation may also arise when programme workers are offered incentives 
and where record keeping and record checking is not scrupulously 
followed.
Syed (1981) found a high level of overestimation of acceptors in 
Pakistan on the basis of service statistics for conventional 
contraceptives and the pill and concluded that figures on the sale or 
distribution of conventional contraceptives given in the population 
planning programme do not reflect actual use figures, even after 
discounting 50 per cent of conventional contraceptives and 25 per cent 
of the pill. Rukanuddin et al, (1985) used a wastage rate of 75 per 
cent of conventional contraceptives when evaluating the family planning 
programme for 1965-75.
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In view of this, service statistics certainly over-estimate 
contraceptive use when taken at face value.If the reported 
contraceptive use in surveys is considered accurate, then the degree of 
over-estimation of programme effect on the basis of service statistics 
is enormous and any study based on these statistics will be misleading.
4.2 SURVEYS
Contraceptive use as found in the 1975 Pakistan Fertility Survey 
(PFS) and the 1984 CPS are much lower than contraceptive use based on 
service statistics. Under-reporting of contraceptive use in traditional 
societies is an observed phenomena. Both the 1968/69 National Impact 
Survey (NIS) and the 1975 PFS claim under reporting.
Under-reporting of contraception may occur because of 
methodological problems in sample surveys. Vaessen (1981) demonstrated 
that the method of open-ended questions considerably underestimates 
contraceptive knowledge which automatically leads to understatement of 
ever-use and current use of any method, as questions on ever-use and 
current use are only asked of those respondents who give spontaneous 
affirmative responses. He showed that the World Fertility Survey 
results in Sri Lanka and Colombia would have underestimated 
contraceptive use by 10 per cent and Thailand by 5 per cent if these 
countries had not used method-specific questions together with 
open-ended questions. Method-specific questions may upwardly bias 
contraceptive knowledge but contraceptive use would be much more 
accurately reported. He found that the use of traditional methods and 
conventional contraceptives is considerably understated in surveys 
where only open-ended questions are asked. Pakistan was cited as a 
prime example of this when the results of the 1968/69 NIS and 1975 PFS 
are compared. Unlike NIS, the PFS asked only open-ended questions on 
contraceptive knowledge which resulted in comparatively lower 
contraceptive use rates.
Shah (1979) also compared the NIS and the PFS results and the 
methodologies applied in both the surveys. She concludes that due to
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methodological differences, the levels of both knowledge and use of 
contraception have been considerably understated in the PFS.
Besides methodological issues involved in influencing the 
reporting behaviour of respondents, cultural and social values and 
religious factors also appear to affect the reporting behaviour in a 
tradional society like Pakistan. In the 1975 PFS the question was asked 
whether the respondent had had any spontaneous or induced abortions. A 
negligible number of respondents reported that they had had a 
spontaneous abortion and none reported having had an induced abortion. 
This is most unlikely as some abortions are bound to be performed for 
medical reasons. Sathar (1984) considers this result to be a reflection 
of social pressure against abortion in an Islamic society. She also 
suspects understatement of contraceptive use in the PFS due to the 
social stigma associated with family planning.
It is widely known that in traditional societies social taboos and 
cultural values also considerably depress fertility. Older women who 
have grandchildren or adult children, especially daughters of 
reproductive age, do not want to have more children. These women are 
most likely to resort to abstinance or some traditional measures of 
aborting pregnancy. However, such methods are mostly not reported in 
family planning or fertility surveys. Other factors such as an 
interviewer, often young in age, who is not known to the respondent, 
the presence of other persons at the time of interview, especially the 
mother-in-law, the daughter-in-law or adult children, and personal 
inhibition also affect the reporting behaviour of a respondent.
The fact is that both service statistics and surveys do not give a 
completely reliable estimate of contraceptive use in traditional 
societies. Service statistics may overestimate family planning 
acceptors for a number of reasons and surveys may underestimate 
contraceptive use due to methodological effects and social, cultural 
and religious reasons.
Syed (1981) analysing data on the family planning programme
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acceptors for the period 1965-75, found that contraceptive use derived 
from service statistics was far greater than that reported in the PFS 
(1975). She discarded the view that contraceptive use could be
substantially under-reported in the PFS, and argued that:
"If we assume that the programme statistics are accurate 
then the PFS data represent substantial under-reporting. This, 
however, seems unlikely from the magnitude of the factors and 
also from the fact that they differ by method. Why would
under-reporting be much higher for one method than for 
another?"(Syed, 1981: 87).
The above hypothesis of equal under-reporting for different 
contraceptives implies a basic assumption that the characteristics of 
different contraceptors using the same method or different methods are 
the same. Unless this assumption is met it is hardly conceivable that 
the reporting behaviour of acceptors using different methods would be 
similar. Further, the reporting behaviour of a respondent is not 
determined only by socio-economic factors. Psychological factors play a 
dominant role in shaping such behaviour. Since respondents are 
differently affected by a variety of factors, a similar pattern of 
response is not likely.
The 1984 CPS showed that IUD and sterilisation increased with age 
but this similarity in use patterns also does not substantiate Syed' s 
view, as it is seen in the present study that the estimated use of IUDs 
in 1984 was twice that reported in the CPS, whereas the estimated use 
of sterilisation in 1984 was about half that reported in the same 
survey (Table 3.10).
The accuracy of both service statistics and surveys could be 
doubted when it comes to family planning, and the figures and rates 
cannot be taken at their face value. It is also misleading to accept 
either of the two sources as a standard while evaluating the other. The 
need is to explore some other method which may give more reliable 
results in a situation where both service statistics and surveys are
unreliable.
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4.3 CONTRACEPTIVE USE: AN INDIRECT ESTIMATION
It has become obvious that both service statistics and surveys do 
not give a reliable estimate of contraceptive use, especially in 
traditional societies where various factors influence both the quality 
of service statistics and surveys. The actual rate of contraceptive 
use should lie somewhere between the two limits provided by these 
sources. In societies where family planning programmes are the main 
source of contraceptive supply, the use of contraception cannot exceed 
that estimated by service statistics, as in such societies either 
contraceptives are not readily available outside programme sources or 
they are too expensive to be acquired by ordinary citizens. In such 
cases the non-programme effect becomes negligble. Pakistan is also such 
a case. In this section an attempt is made to estimate a probable rate 
of contraceptive use in Pakistan.
For estimation of contraceptive use, this study relies on neither 
the service statistics nor reported contraceptive use in the PFS or the 
CPS. Instead this study assumes that the marital age-specific fertility 
rates of the PFS are correctly recorded and then attempts to estimate 
contraceptive use on the basis of this fertility schedule. Booth and 
Shah (1984) observed that in the PFS fertility in the recent past, i.e. 
0-4 years before the survey, was more accurately reported. 
Contraceptive use estimates derived on the basis of these rates would 
not be affected by service statistics nor by reported contraceptive use 
in the PFS/CPS. Using the marital age-specific fertility rates of the 
PFS, indirect estimates of contraceptive use were derived for Pakistan 
and compared with estimates from service statistics and surveys. These 
estimates were derived on the basis of a parameter called "m" used in 
Coale's model of marital fertility (Coale, 1971), developed from the 
concept of natural fertility introduced by Henry (1961).
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4.3.1 Henry's Natural Fertility
Henry defined the concept of natural fertility as "The fertility 
which exists or has existed in the absence of deliberate birth
control.... control could be said to exist when the behaviour of the
couple is bound to the number of children already born and is modified 
when this number reaches the maximum which the couple does not want to 
exceed". He found that the age patterns of marital fertility were 
remarkably similar among the 13 populations which he identified as 
experiencing natural fertility. He observed that the average of these 
13 age-specific fertility schedules differed markedly from the marital 
fertility schedule of women married around 1920 in England. The marked 
difference was a sharp decline in marital fertility with age among 
British women (Henry, 1961:84).
4.3.2 Methodology
Coale's model of marital fertility, based on Henry's natural 
fertility, can be explained by the following equation:
r(a)/n(a) = M.em ’v a^  ^ (1)
where
r(a) = observed marital fertility at age(a)
n(a) = natural fertility at age(a)
M = scale factor, indicating the level of fertility with respect 
to average natural fertility.
e = base of natural logarithm
m = degree of deliberate marital fertility control in a 
population.
v(a) = logarithmic departure from natural fertility.
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The functions n(a) and v(a) (Table 4-1) were derived from 
empirical data. Six values of n(a) for ages 20-24 to 45-49 were 
obtained by averaging 10 schedules designated by Henry as natural. The 
remaining 3 populations (India, Iran and Guinea) were discarded because 
of strong doubts about the quality of data. The six values of v(a) were 
obtained through employing 43 marital fertility schedules. Beside 
other applications, the model has proved useful in examining whether 
fertility is natural (Barclay et al, 1976; Trussell, 1979).
Table 4-1: Five Year Values of n(a) and v(a)
Age groups
15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49
n(a) 0.411 0.460 0.431 0.395 0.322 0.167 0.024
v( a) 0.0 0.0 -0.279 -0.667 -1.042 -1.414 -1.671
Source: Coale and Trussell (1978 p.205)
The parameter "m" , which indicates the degree of deliberate 
fertility control in a population, is of significant importance in the 
present study and is believed to be more reliable in estimating 
fertility control than service statistics or reported contraceptive 
use.
4.3.3 Estimation of "M" and "m" Parameters
Coale and Trussell (1978) developed a standard technique for 
finding the two parameters "M" and "m" used in Coale's model of marital 
fertility. The logarithms of both sides of equation 1 yield:
ln [r(a)/ n(a)] = ln M + m.v(a) (2)
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Furthermore, if In [r(a)/n(a)]= y
and
ln M = c and v(a) = x, then
the equation 2 is found to be a linear equation in the form of y =
c + mx. Therefore, ln M and m can be estimated simply by the ordinary
least-squares regression method.
A FORTRAN computer program (Coale and Trussell, 1978 p 207-212) 
applying least squares regression was used to estimate "m" and "M" 
values for:
(1) the marital age-specific fertility schedule observed in the
1963-65 Population Growth Experiment survey, assumed to be potential 
fertility in this study;
(2) the marital age-specific fertility schedule of the 1968
National Impact Survey;
(3) the marital age-specific fertility schedule observed in the
1975 PFS; and
(4) the age-specific marital fertility schedule for Pakistan
(1985) as estimated in Chapter 3.
Table 4-2 to 4-5 show the values of "m" in 1963-65, 1968/69, 1975,
and 1985 respectively. The fertility schedules of 1963-65, 1968/69, and 
1975 represent the overall fertility of Pakistani married women at 
three points in time, whereas the estimated fertility schedule of 1985 
is based on the present study and incorporates only the family planning 
programme effect in 1985 on the basis of service statistics. Since the 
1984 CPS fertility schedule is not available, an overall estimate of 
fertility control which should incorporate both programme and 
non-programme factors is not possible.
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Table 4-2: Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of
Parameters for Pakistan (1963-65)
Observed data for age groups 1 to 6 
Regression run over age groups 1 to 5 
M = 0.782 m = 0.074
Mean square error = 0.0067 % Error = 10 . 6624
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
fertility schedule fertility schedule
20-24 0.323 0.359 -0.036 -
24-29 0.349 0.330 0.019 -0.126
30-34 0.331 0.293 0.038 -0.104
35-39 0.233 0.233 0.000 0.075
40-44 0.110 0.118 -0.008 0.122
45-49 0.066 0.016 0.050 -0.760
TMFR 7.1
SOURCE: Computer output using Coale and Trussell's (1978)
FORTRAN programme.
* The observed fertility schedule is the average of PGE 
longitudinal and Chandra and deming method estimates.
Coale and Trussell ( 1978) observed that an estimate of "m" which 
is not zero does not necessarily mean that fertility is controlled, 
because it is difficult to determine whether fertility is natural from 
only the observation of marital fertility. They suggest that any value 
of "m" which is less than 0.2 should be taken as evidence of no 
control. However, if a series of "m" values over time are available and 
a monotonic rise is observed in estimated ”m" over time, the estimate 
of 0.2 in this sequence would be evidence of control. In the present 
study it is assumed that the value of "m" corresponds to contraceptive 
use and that a zero value of "m" means a zero level of contraceptive
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Table 4-3: Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of
Parameters for Pakistan (1968-69)






data for age groups 1 
run over age groups 2
= 0.0050
to 6 : 
to 5
m =
% Error = 12
0.372
.6924
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
fertility schedule fertility schedule
20-24 0.310 0.403 -0.093 -
24-29 0.333 0.340 -0.007 0.451
30-34 0.293 0.269 0.024 0.245
35-39 0.173 .0.192 -0.019 0.471
40-44 0.090 0.087 0.003 0.344
45-49 0.005 0.011 -0.006 0.852
TMFR 6.0
SOURCE': Same as for Table 4-2.
* National Impact Survey 1968/69
use. The basis for this assumption is the observation of an "m" value 
of less than 0.2 associated with some degree of contraceptive use in 
some countries (Table 4-6).
The value of "m" at 0.074 for the fertility schedule 1963-65 
suggests that there is no evidence of fertility control during that 
period. However, if a reliable fertility schedule prior to 1963-65 
were available it would have been possible to assess the degree of 
fertility control in 1963-65. For the purpose of simplification it is 
assumed that fertility was not controlled in 1963-65 and that 
contraceptive use was negligible.
Assuming that the fertility schedules of the above sources are
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Table 4-4: Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of
Parameters for Pakistan, 1975
M = 0
Observed data for age groups 1 




m = 0. 254
Mean square error = 0.0003 % Error = 5. 5568
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
fertility schedule fertility schedule •
20-24 0.355 0.408 -0.053 -
24-29 0.362 0.356 0.006 0.194
30-34 0.286 0.295 -0.009 0.298
35-39 0.221 0.219 0.002 0.247
40-44 0.104 0.103 0.001 0.250
45-49 0.009 0.014 -0.005 0.508
TMFR 6.7
SOURCE: As in Table 4-3.
* Pakistan Fertility Survey 1975.
fairly reliable, the rise of the "m" value over time provides evidence 
of progressive marital fertility control in Pakistan. It may, however, 
be observed that the value of "m" in 1968/69 was higher than the value 
of "m" in 1975, which suggest that contraceptive use decreased in 1975 
as compared to 1968/69. To some extent this drop in the "m" value could 
be justified, as reported contraceptive use in the 1968/69 NIS was 
slightly higher than in the 1975 PFS. However, if a three year average 
fertility schedule of the PFS is taken, the corresponding "m" value for 
1975 would go up to 0.434 (Appendix B.26). However, according to the 
definition of a good fit1 as proposed by Coale and Trussell (1978), the
■'■A mean square error of zero means a perfect fit, a value of 0.005 
means a moderate fit and that of a 0.01 shows a poor fit.
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Table 4-5: Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of





data for age groups 1 
run over age groups 1
to 6 ; 
to 5
m = 0.256
Mean square error = 0.0036 % Error = 8.0996
Age Observed * Model
fertility schedule fertility schedule
Difference m (A )
20-24 0.336 0.335 0.001 -
24-29 0.282 0.292 -0.010 0.384
30-34 0.265 0.242 0.023 0.120
35-39 0.165 0.180 -0.015 0.339
40-44 0.087 0.085 0.002 0.238
45-49 0.056 0.011 0.045 -0.704
TMFR 6.0
SOURCE: As in Table 4-3
* For observed fertility schedule see Table 3-11. These rates 
are derived by adjusting service statistics for wastage by 
applying a wastage factor of 0.5 to conventional 
contraceptives.
fertility schedule of PFS averaged for three years, lies between a 
mediocre fit and a poor fit, the PFS fertility schedule based on single 
year observations, which is very close to a perfect fit (Table 4-4), is 
considered more reliable for the purpose of this analysis. Figure 4-1 
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Theoretically contraception initially is accepted more by couples 
in the older age groups who have already achieved their desired family 
size and wish to control fertility. The value of "m" also indicates 
such a trend in a population. Further investigation in the context of 
Pakistan is needed to establish whether parity-specific contraceptive 
use actually brings some change in the overall level of fertility or 
just helps to sustain the fertility level. The opinion that the recent 
decline in fertility in Pakistan is mainly because of increasing age at 
marriage (Aiam, 1984) also needs to be examined in the light of 
urban-rural differentials in marriage patterns where 72 per cent of the 
population is still living in rural areas. In Pakistan urban fertility 
is higher than rural fertility. The PFS data indicate that the 
singulate mean age at marriage (SMAM) for urban women has risen from 
16.3 for the oldest cohort to 19.0 for the youngest cohort, whereas it 
has increased by only one year from 16.4 to 17.4 for the respective 
cohorts of rural women in the past 30 years (Karim, 1984). However, the 
rise in urban SMAM has not so far compensated for the urban-rural 
fertility difference. The decline in recent fertility is probably 
attributed to increases in age at marriage, mainly because of low 
levels of reported contraceptive use in Pakistan.
4.3.4 Conversion of "m" into Contraceptive Use
It is quite understandable that countries having different 
socio-economic structures, religious and cultural norms are passing 
through various stages of development. All these factors affect 
fertility, which is regulated through contraceptive use (both 
traditional and modern). While some countries have largely 
contracepting societies, others have traditional and cultural values 
which affect the frequency of intercourse and the period of post-partum 
infecundity, and consequently the overall fertility of that society. 
Nevertheless, these factors are also responsible for influencing the 
reporting behaviour of contraceptors.
The estimated parameter "m" (0.254) for the marital fertility 
schedule of PFS indicates a degree of fertility control in Pakistan in 
1975. This value of "m" however, needs to be translated into an
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estimated level of contraceptive use for the purpose of comparison with 
the observed level (1975 PFS, 1984 CPS) and the level estimated from 
service statistics. One possible way of converting the "m" value into 
contraceptive use is to estimate "m" values for a number of countries 
and run a regression with their reported contraceptive use. If the 
association is found to be strong, the estimated contraceptive use on 
the basis of the regression would be more reliable for countries where 
contraceptive use is suspected to be over or under-reported.
For the purpose of this analysis, the "m" values of 26 countries 
were obtained using the Coale and Trussell method (Appendices B.l to 
B.26) A bivariate regression was run between "m" values and the 
contraceptive use of these countries, with the latter being the 
dependent variable. Regression 1 is based on 26 countries whereas 
Regression 2 is based on only 16 countries which have comparatively 
more reliable data on contraceptive use and fertility. Estimated 
contraceptive use on the basis of both regressions using the polynomial 
equation is presented in Tables 4-6 and 4-7.
4.3.5 RESULTS
Reported contraceptive use in 26 countries was first plotted 
against the estimated values of "m". A log curve in the form y = a + 
b(logx) was fitted to the data (Figure 4-5). It was observed that the 
curve did not fit well. Theoretically, a log curve is best suited for 
this type of data because it flattens out after reaching a certain 
point and thereafter any increase in x values adds only a very marginal 
effect to y variables. It was, however, observed that the second degree 
polynomial best fitted the data (Figure 4-6 and 4-7). Although the 
second degree curve drops down after reaching a certain point and the 
predicted levels for higher x values are affected, the polynomial curve 
in the present analysis gives a comparatively good fit and only one of 
the 26 countries was affected by its specific properties when it was 
used for the purpose of prediction. The polynomial regression was also 
considered reasonable because further extrapolation was not desired on 
the basis of this regression. Since it is assumed that a zero value of 
”m" is associated with no contraceptive use, the polynomial regression
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Table 4-6: Reported Contraceptive Use and Estimated Use on the basis
of Regression 1 (26 countries), Using "m" Values




1 Bangladesh 0.326 7.9 25.7
2 Colombia 0.420 42.4 32.1
3 Costa Rica 0.512 64.4 44.9
4 Dominican Republic 0.437 31.8 33.2
5 Egypt 0.698 24.0 48.1
6 Fiji 0.795 41.5 52.7
7 Guyana 0.878 30.8 56.2
8 Hong Kong 1.569 72.4 71.3
9 Indonesia 0.482 26.3 36.0
10 Jamaica 0.538 38.4 39.4
11 Jordon 0.453 25.2 34.2
12 Kenya 0.042 9.0 3.6
13 Korea 1.077 54.5 63.2
14 Malaysia 0.817 33.0 53.7
15 Mexico 0.375 30.4 29.1
16 Nepal 0.133 2.4 11.2
17 Pakistan 0.254 5.3 20.5
18 Panama 0.768 54.0 51.5
19 Peru 0.318 31.4 25.1
20 Philippines 0.365 36.2 28.4
21 Singapore 2.010 71.0 67.6
22 Sri Lanka 0.681 32.0 47.2
23 Syria 0.103 20.0 8.7
24 Thailand 0.363 33.3 28.3
25 Trinidad & Tobago 0.669 52.0 46.6
26 Turkey 0.789 50.0 52.0
27 Pakistan* 0.256 19.8 20.7
Sources:
1) For m values see Appendex B1-B26).
2) For reported contraceptive use see (Nortman, 1985:56-57). 
* Not included in the regression. The value of "m" is based on 
estimated MASFR for 1985 (Table 4-5), which is a result of 19.8 
percent contraceptive use on the basis of service statistics 
(Table 3-10).
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Table 4-7: Reported Contraceptive Use and Estimated Use on the basis
of Regression 2 (16 Countries) Using "m" Values




1 Dominican Republic 0.437 31.8 32.7
2 Fiji 0.795 41.5 51.7
3 Hong Kong 1.569 72.4 69.0
4 Indonesia 0.482 26.3 35.5
5 Jamaica 0.538 38.4 38.8
6 Jordon 0.453 25.2 33.7
7 Malaysia 0.871 33.0 52.7
8 Korea 1.077 54.5 61.8
9 Mexico 0.375 30.4 28.7
10 Peru 0.318 31.4 24.8
11 Philippines 0.365 36.2 28.0
12 Singapore 2.010 71.0 64.2
13 Sri Lanka 0.681 32.0 46.4
14 Panama 0.768 54.0 50.6
15 Thailand 0.363 33.3 31.5
16 Turkey 0.789 50.0 51.5
17 Pakistan* 0.256 19.8 20.4
Source: As in Table 4-7
* Not included in the regression. The value of "m" is based on 
estimated MASFR for 1985 (Table 4-5), which is a result of 19.8 




























was run from the origin (i.e. constant was assumed to be zero with a 
zero value of x ) .
Regression 1 is a second degree polynomial which explains almost 
90 per cent of the variance in the contraceptive use of 26 countries. 
The standardised regression coefficient is 0.95. The polynomial 
association from the origin was found to be:
y = 87.631(x) - 26.873(x)2
Estimated contraceptive use on the basis of this association is 
given in Table 4-6. The value of F (48.83) is significant with 1 and 24 
degrees of freedom at the 0.0001 per cent level. On the basis of this 
regression estimated contraceptive use in Pakistan in 1975 is 20.5 per 
cent against the "m" value of 0.254 whereas the reported contraceptive 
use corresponding to this period is 5.3 per cent according to the PFS. 
The value of "m" is based on the one-year marital fertility schedule of 
the PFS, which is a more reliable estimate of fertility as compared to 
the three-year average fertility schedule because the former is very 
close to a perfect fit, according to the criteria of Coale and 
Trussell. It may, however, be pointed out that the fertility schedules 
of most countries included in this regression are an average of three 
years, except for those that have not participated in the WFS 
programme. Assuming that the fertility schedule for Pakistan is 
correct, the reported contraceptive use in the PFS appears to be 
substantially under-reported. Table 4-6 also shows that estimated 
contraceptive use is close to observed contraceptive use for countries 
with comparatively good data.
Regression 2 is based on 16 selected countries out of the 26 
countries included in Regression 1. These countries were selected on 
the basis of an assumption that reporting of contraception and 
fertility in these countries is more reliable. The regression shows 
that 98 per cent of the variation in contraceptive use is explained by 
the second degree polynomial regression on "m" values. The polynomial 
association found in this regression is:
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y = 86.776(x) - 27.286(x)2
The standardised regression coefficient is 0.99. The value of F
(142.4) is highly significant at the 0.0001 per cent level. The
predicted rates of contraceptive use are also close to observed or 
reported contraceptive use in these countries. On the basis of the 
second degree polynomial association found in this regression the level 
of contraceptive use in Pakistan against the value of "m" of 0.254 for 
1975 is 20.3 per cent. It is observed that with the increase in
variance explained from 0.90 in Regression 1 to 0.98 in Regression 2
the estimated contraceptive use for Pakistan decreased marginally from 
20.5 to 20.3 per cent. Predicted contraceptive use includes both 
programme and non-programme methods of contraception and represents an 
overall degree of fertility control in Pakistan. Contraceptive use in 
1975 estimated by Regression 1 and Regression 2 was higher than the 
reported contraceptive use in the 1975 PFS. Since it also included 
non-programme contraception and traditional methods, it was also higher 
than the estimated contraceptive use for 1975 (16.8 per cent) based on 
service statistics (Syed, 1981).
4.3.6 Validity of Regression Results
As seen in the previous chapter, contraceptive use in 1984 was 
estimated at around 19.8 per cent on the basis of service statistics as 
against 8.6 per cent reported in the CPS (Table 3-10). Since the 
marital age specific fertility rates (MASFR) of the CPS were not 
available the value of "m", showing the overall degree of marital 
fertility control in Pakistan for that period, cannot be calculated. 
The estimated MASFR for 1985, derived on the basis of the analysis in 
Chapter 3 is based on 19.8 per cent contraceptive use in 1984/85 (Table 
3.10). According to Coale and Trussell's method, the estimated value of 
"m" for this schedule is 0.256 (Table 4-5). Contraceptive use derived 
from the regression for this "m" value should be close to that 
estimated on the basis of service statistics for this period, if the 
regression results are valid for Pakistan.
Table 4-8 shows that estimated contraceptive use on the basis of
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the "m" value of 0.256 for the estimated marital fertility schedule of 
1985 was 20.7 per cent by Regression 1 (also see Table 4-6) and 20.4 
per cent by Regression 2 (also see Table 4-7), against an actual 
contraceptive use of 19.8 per cent. Though estimated contraceptive use 
on the basis of the "m" value is slightly higher, the difference is 
quite negligible. On the basis of this close agreement between the 
estimates of the two different sources, it can be argued that the 
estimates of contraceptive use derived on the basis of both regressions 
are fairly reliable and are valid for the prediction of contraceptive 
use in the case of Pakistan.
4.3.7 Contraceptive (Jse in 1975 and 1984
Table 4-8 gives comparative estimates of contraceptive use by PFS 
(1975), CPS (1984) and estimated contraceptive use for the
corresponding periods using service statistics and "m" values. Reported 
contraceptive use in the CPS (10.1 %) and PFS (5.3 %) suggests that 
there has been an almost two fold increase in contraceptive use in 
Pakistan over the 10 year period, though the overall level of 
contraceptive use has remained quite low. Estimated contraceptive use 
in 1975 ( 16.8 %) and 1984 (19.8 %) on the basis of service statistics 
(after adjustment for wastage) suggests that there was little
improvement in the use of contraceptives during this period. 
Contraceptive use estimated on the basis of the "m" parameter (20.3 % 
to 20.5 %) for 1975 supports the application of wastage factor of 0.5 
for conventional contraceptives and 0.25 for pills. If service
statistics for these contraceptives are taken at face value it will 
highly over-estimate contraceptive use (27.1 %) . The adjusted service 
statistics (after discounting for wastage) appear to be reasonably 
representative of the overall use of programme methods (16.8 %) , when 
judged on the yardstick of estimates (20.3 % to 20.5 %) derived on the 
basis of the "m" value for 1975 which includes both programme and 
non-programme methods. The indirect estimates for 1975 on the basis of 
the "m" value also suggest that the contraceptive use was substantially 
under-reported in the PFS (5.3 %).
Since the 1984 CPS fertility schedule is not available, it is not
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Table 4-8: Reported and Estimated Current Use of
Contraception by Source (percentage married women of 

















1.1 3.2 9.5 16.8





2.9 1.6 2.5 0.7 8.6 10.1
1984 (5 2.0
Estimates
1.6 5.8 10.2 0.2 19.8 -
Estimates based on "mM 
(1984) (6
values (0.256) 20.4-20.7 ~
Sources: 1) Pakistan Fertility Survey 1976
2) Pakistan Development Review, 1981
3) Table 4-4 for "m" values, Tables 4-6 and 4-7 for 
estimated contraceptive use.
4) Contraceptive Prevalence Survey 1984, provisional results.
5) Table 3-10
6) Table 4-5 for "m" values, Table 4-6 and 4-7 for estimated 
contraceptive use.
Note:* Estimates derived after adjusting the service statistics for 
wastage (i.e. 50 per cent of conventional contraceptives both in 
1975 and 1984 and 25 per cent of pills in 1975 were discarded). The 
unadjusted service statistics would yield a use rate of 27.1 % for 
1975 and 30 % for 1984. results.
possible to determine the use rate of contraceptives on the basis of 
the "m" value for that period and therefore, to precisely judge the 
extent of under- reporting in the CPS and over-estimation of use on the 
basis of service statistics. However, the estimated use of 
contraceptives on the basis of the estimated marital age specific 
fertility schedule (m value) for 1984 supports the results of the
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regression analysis and validates the estimated contraceptive use for 
1975, derived on the basis of "m" values.
At pointed out earlier, the adjusted service statistics for 1975 
appear to be reliable for estimating contraceptive use. The estimated 
contraceptive use for 1984 on the basis of adjusted service statistics 
are also consistent with the estimates of 1975, which suggests that 
probably overall contraceptive use in Pakistan has not improved much 
during the past 10 years and has remained almost stagnant at around the 
20 per cent level. Contraceptive use levels as indirectly estimated in 
this analysis are also substantiated from the studies of Nortman (1982) 
and Lee and Lucas (1986) who have regressed contraceptive use with the 
crude birth rate (CBR). Their findings also suggest that with a CBR of 
40 per thousand in Pakistan (PFS) the corresponding contraceptive 
prevalence in 1975 would have been around 20 per cent.
Since all indirect estimates of contraceptive use referred to in 
the above paragraphs point towards the same level of contraceptive use. 
It is reasonable to accept this level as fairly reliable. If this 
reasoning is justified then it can be argued that contraceptive use 
rates in both the PFS and the CPS are substantially under-reported. The 
quite visible difference between reported contraceptive use in the 1975 
PFS and the 1984 CPS is a result of the improved reporting behaviour of 
respondents over time.
4.3.8 Appraisal of the Method
Coale's model of marital fertility is based on the hypothesis that 
the ratio of marital fertility to natural fertility is a function of 
the level of fertility, the degree of fertility control and a 
systematic departure of marital fertility from natural fertility. The 
model hinges on the function v(a) of the equation which indicates a 
systematic departure of marital fertility from natural fertility. The 
function v(a) was estimated by employing 43 empirical schedules. If 
v(a) was correctly estimated the sequence of calculated m's should be 
the same for all age groups. However, Coale and Trussell (1974) 
observed that the sequence of "m" for the 43 schedules used is not 
perfectly flat, though it is on a reasonably level plateau.
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The application of the mode 1 in the present analysis indicates 
some limitations of the method. Coale and Trussell (1978) suggest that 
the mean square error is the appropriate measure of goodness of fit 
when one is concerned with the specific values of "m". They recommend 
that a mean square error of zero should be taken as evidence of a 
perfect fit, a value of 0.005 as evidence of a mediocre fit and a value 
of 0.01 a very poor fit. According to these criteria, of the 26 country 
fertility schedules used in the analysis, only 20 were found to have a 
comparatively good fit, and none showed a perfect fit. Surprisingly, 
some countries, which are known to have a good vital registration 
system and are well known for their quality of data are classified in 
this analysis as having a poor fit. These countries include Singapore, 
Korea, Hong Kong and Malaysia. The method gives comparatively good 
estimates for less developed countries, which indicates that the model 
fertility schedules used for comparison with the observed data are 
probably based on moderate fertility decline experiences.
The values of "m" derived for the 26 fertility schedules are based 
on five-year fertility schedules. However, Coale and Trussell strongly 
recommend that single year values be used which would give 
comparatively better estimates. The option of using five-year rates in 
the present analysis might have affected the estimation of "m" values 
for different countries, depending on the quality of their data. 
Besides, the value of "m" at one point in time may not correctly depict 
the true behavour of the population, whereas a time series of estimates 
would generate more reliable results.
The least-squares regression analysis used in the present study 
might have been affected by the estimated values of "m" for the 
apparent reasons stated earlier, and also because only a small number 
of countries was included in the regression and there may have been 
over or under-reporting of contraceptive use in these countries. It is, 
however, evident that, in spite of all limitations, the results derived 
in the present analysis contrast with those observed in the 1975 PFS 
and 1984 CPS while agreeing with indirect estimates based on other 
studies. The results of the regressions used in the present study are
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The family planning programme in Pakistan has a long history. 
Various approaches have been adopted from time to time to make the 
programme a success. The history of the programme reveals that probably 
none of these approaches performed according to expectations, mainly 
because of too frequent and hasty changes. Each approach was disbanded 
without a careful evaluation and another adopted without having proper 
pre-testing and feasibility studies. On the one hand this has hampered 
the smooth flow of programme activities and on the other hand has 
discouraged the existing research potential in the programme. As a 
result, even after twenty years of operation in the public sector, the 
programme offers very little for systematic and refined analysis of its 
core activities.
The only source of available information for evaluation is the 
programme service statistics, but this is mainly limited to the number 
of contraceptives sold and facilities provided. None of the programme's 
sources describe the characteristics of users, potential users or 
non-users. Demographic surveys conducted from time to time do not show 
consistant reproductive behaviour. This is often attributed to 
methodological differences. However, methodologically most comparable 
surveys like the PFS and the Population, Labour Force and Migration 
1979/80 (PLM) survey have also been found to be inconsistant in their 
results (Shah et al. 1986). Programme oriented research is, therefore, 
expected to provide the basic information required for detailed 
analyses of the family planning programme and its impact on fertility. 
The present study is a step in this direction. The main findings of the 
study are summarised below. Areas of further research are also 
identified, in-depth analysis of which is expected to provide valuable 
information for family planning programme organisers.
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5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
1. The application of the Component Projection Approach II to the 
adjusted service statistics on family planning in Pakistan suggests 
that programme factors reduced fertility by 16.5 per cent during 
1976-85.
2. The major contribution in this reduction in fertility can be 
attributed to conventional contraceptives, which accounted for more 
than 50 per cent of births averted in 1985. Oral pills accounted for 30 
per cent and IUDs 9 per cent in lowering fertility levels.
3. Overall programme contraceptive use at the national level is 
estimated from service statistics to be 19.8 per cent in 1984 as 
against 8.6 per cent reported in the 1984 CPS. A sharp contrast is 
observed for conventional contraceptives where the estimated use is 
10.2 per cent as against 2.5 percent in the CPS. Oral pills also have a 
very visible difference. Their use is estimated at 5.8 per cent as 
against 1.6 per cent reported in the CPS. However, for injectables and 
sterilisation, estimated use is less than reported use. The main cause 
for the low estimates of injectables could probably be the low 
conversion factor (0.45) used in transforming the service statistics on 
injectables into effective users. This study suggests that a 
conversion factor of 0.7 would probably be more reasonable. The 
difference in estimated and reported use of sterilisation probably 
points to an increasing trend in sterilisation, with acceptors tending 
to go to private doctors instead of utilising programme facilities.
4. Indirect estimates of contraceptive use derived from "m" values 
and regressions were found to be quite consistant and were also quite 
close to those of Nortman (1982) and Lee and Lucas (1986). The close 
agreement between these different sources suggests that contraceptive 
use both in the 1975 PFS and the 1984 CPS is substantially 
under-reported. This under-reporting may be because of social, cultural 
and religious reasons. Under-reporting of use of condoms may partially 
be because of its being a male method and thus not always reported by
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female respondents. It is estimated that against the reported 
contraceptive use of 5.3 per cent in 1975, the probable rate of 
contraception would be around 20 per cent. Almost the same level of 
programme contraceptive use was found for 1984 on the basis of adjusted 
service statistics against the reported programme contraceptive use of 
8.6 per cent in the CPS.
5. Comparing contraceptive use in 1975 and 1984 estimated from 
service statistics, it was found that the contraceptive use rate has 
not increased very much during this period.^ Since marital 
age-specific fertility rates are not available from the 1984 CPS, it is 
not possible to estimate overall contraceptive use for that period, 
which would incorporate both programme and non-programme contraception. 
It is also not possible to precisely judge the extent of 
under-reporting in the CPS and over-estimation of use on the basis of 
service statistics in 1984. If reported contraceptive use is compared, 
almost a two fold increase is observed in the current use of 
contraception. However, the estimated contraceptive use on the basis 
of adjusted service statistics and also by indirect methods suggests 
that the probable rate of contraception both in 1975 and 1984 was 
higher than reported contraceptive use. If the over-estimation of 
contraceptive use by the component projection approach (because of its 
various assumptions) is taken into account and overall contraceptive 
use is viewed on the basis of indirect estimates, the probable rate of 
contraception would have been between 15-20 per cent both in 1975 and 
1984. The visible difference in reported contraceptive use in the 1984 
CPS compared with the 1975 PFS shows an improvement in the reporting 
behaviour of respondents over time.
^Syed (1982) analysing data for 1965-75, applied a wastage factor of 
0.5 to conventional contraceptives and 0.25 to oral pills. In the 
present study 50 per cent of conventional contraceptives were assumed 
to be wasted but no wastage factor was applied to oral pills. If oral 
pills are also discounted by the same ratio as for the 1975 estimates, 
overall contraceptive use on the basis of service statistics for 1984 
would be about 18.4 per cent.
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5.2 AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH
The present analysis suggests that the following areas should be 
further investigated for a better understanding of the family planning 
programme and its impact on fertility.
1. It is observed that conversion factors which are applied to 
convert programme service statistics into effective users are not based 
on correct estimates or approximations. There is a need for 
re-examining these rates on the basis of an in-depth analysis of 
acceptors who are continuing different methods for a number of years. 
Accurate conversion rates are a pre-requisite for any simple or 
detailed evaluation of the family planning programme.
2. There is also a need to undertake studies on frequency of 
intercourse. This may give some insight into the problem of correct 
approximation of the number of conventional contraceptives required for 
protection against pregnancy for a year. This would also help in 
assessing the wastage of contraceptives during a certain period and 
would generate data on the reproductive behaviour of the population.
3. The present study shows that reported use of sterilisation and 
injectables in the CPS exceeds that estimated from the service 
statistics, which is unusual. There is a need for re-examining the 
characteristics of the users of these methods along with the sources 
from which they received these methods.
4. Studies of drop-outs from the use of different contraceptives 
and shifts from one method to another would give some idea about 
specific contraceptive related problems and would provide guidance for 
proper follow-up.
5. Special studies should be undertaken to assess the degree of 
under-reporting of contraceptive use in surveys. Studies of acceptors 
who regularly obtain supplies from programme sources may be conducted 
on a regional basis. These acceptors may be interviewed to assess the
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degree of proper reporting of contraceptive use. This would give an 
idea of under-reporting among special groups who normally obtain their 
supplies from the same source. However, studies based on clinic data 
may also give valuable information on the reporting behaviour of the 
users.
6. A second round of the IUD retention survey should be conducted 
to ascertain recent trends in IUD use. The results of the IUD retention 
survey in 1967 may not represent the recent behaviour of acceptors in 
view of the availability of various kinds of IUDs and their associated 
side effects.
7. In demographic surveys so far conducted in Pakistan, the 
reporting of abortion is very inadequate. Induced abortions, 
especially, are under reported. Since induced abortion is one of the 
most important proximate determinants of fertility (Bongaarts, 1978), 
studies based on hospital data and follow-up of expectant mothers may 
generate some reliable estimates of this important variable on which 
information is virtually non-existant in Pakistan.
8. The present study reveals that if programme service statistics 
are taken at face value, they will highly overestimate programme 
acceptors, particularly for conventional contraceptives and oral pills. 
Special studies should be conducted to assess the quality of service 
statistics. Acceptors reported to have obtained supplies from a 
particular source could be followed up to confirm reports.
5.3 CONCLUSION
The family planning programme in Pakistan has remained stagnant in 
the past 10-15 years. There does not seem to be much real improvement 
in terms of contraceptive use which is estimated at between 15 and 20 
per cent. Service statistics and surveys do not provide comparable 
estimates. Indirect estimates of contraceptive use, derived on the 
basis of "m" values are found to be consistent with those obtained from 
service statistics after adjustment for wastage in conventional
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contraceptives and the pill. This study supports the application of a 
wastage factor of 0.5 to conventional contraceptives and 0.25 to oral 
contraceptive, before the family planning programme service statistics 
are analysed. This study also suggests that there has been some 
improvement in the reporting behaviour of contraceptive users over 
time. There is a greater need for programme oriented research which is 
likely to generate more reliable data for estimating the true 
reproductive behaviour of the population of Pakistan.
The family planning programme in Pakistan has had some impact on 
fertility in the past 10 years, but the extent of fertility decline 
(16.5 per cent of TMFR or an average of 1.5 children per married women) 
during 1976-85 appears to be very marginal compared to the fertility 
declines which ocurred in Taiwan,* Singapore, Korea, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, India and some other South-Asian and South-East Asian 
countries. Though Pakistan has had considerable economic development 
during this period, its effects on fertility does not seem to be 
significant, as the use of contraception has remained relatively low. 
The family planning programme has suffered because of rapid changes in 
its approaches over time and has never attained a position capable of 
exerting an independent effect on fertility. It appears that the 
traditional and religious characteristics of the society still dominate 
in shaping the reproductive behaviour of the population.
Strong family planning programmes supported by even stronger 
population policies (such as disincentives and penalties), as seen in 
some of the South-East Asian countries and China, have been able to 
curtail fertility levels drastically in rather shorter periods of time. 
But such policies and actions cannot realistically be undertaken in 
Pakistan, now or in the forseeable future, because of the people's 
strong adherence to religion which not only advocates but protects 
freedom of choice in this respect. So long as the choice to have fewer 
children does not become an established norm, any policy or approach is 
bound to have very limited chance of success. Small family norms could 
possibly emerge by devoting enough resources and attention to female 
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APPENDIX A
A .1 Number of IUD Acceptors by Age Group, Pakistan, 1976-84
Age
groups
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under 13932 7262 3827 6237 5717 5737 4946 7995 11127
25
25-29 39618 20651 10883 17737 16257 16314 14065 22736 31644
30-34 39400 20537 10823 17640 16168 16225 13988 22611 31470
35-39 42666 22239 11720 19102 17508 17569 15147 24485 34078
40-44 42012 21898 11541 18809 17240 17301 14915 24110 33556
45-49 40053 20878 11003 17932 16436 16494 14219 22986 31991
Total 217681 113465 59797 97457 89326 89640 77280 124922 173866
Sources: 1) Table 3-1 
2) Table 3-2
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A.2 Continuation Rates for IUD by Duration of Use, Pakistan, 1976-84
(Women aged 15-49)
Year of acceptance 
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
months 99 87 75 63 51 39 27 15 4.5






Continuation rate = y = a x e 
Where a = 0.8444 and r = 0.0346
source: Constant a and r are taken from IUD Retention Survey, 1968.
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A.3 Number of Effective Users of IUD Protected Against Pregnancy as of 




1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
379 300 240 592 823 1252 1636 4012 8037
25-29 1078 852 681 1683 2339 3560 4654 11408 22857
30-34 1072 847 677 1674 2326 3540 4628 11345 22732
35-39 1161 917 733 1812 2519 3833 5012 12286 24616
40-44 1143 903 722 1784 2480 3775 4935 12097 24239
45-49 1089 861 688 1701 2365 3598 4705 11533 23108
Total 5922 4680 3741 9246 12852 19558 25570 62681 125589
Sources: 1) Appendix A.l 
2) Appendix A.2
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A.4 Number Of Effective Users OF IUD Protected Against Pregnancy as of 
1 October 1984,* Pakistan
Age
groups
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
- - - - 123 438 900 3009 7434
25-29 377 469 511 1599 1051 2060 3296 9559 21746
30-34 1076 849 678 1674 2327 3553 4639 11361 22781
35-39 1103 885 719 1805 2355 3643 4840 12051 24475
40-44 1155 910 725 1786 2513 3812 4969 12145 24267
45-49 1124 880 697 1705 2463 3713 4809 11674 23193
Total 4835 3993 3330 8569 10842 17219 23453 59799 123896
Source: 1) Appendix A.3
* Figures are to be totaled from 1976-84. 
Results are derived as under:
1985 84 83 82 81
0 = .925(8037) + .75(4012) + .55(1636) + .35(1252) +
<25
80
.15(823) = 7434 + 3009 + 900 + 438 + 123 = 11904
1985 84 84 83 83
i = .925(22857) + .075(8037) + .75(11408) + .25(4012) +
25-29 79 78 76
. r.95(1683) + .75(681) ....+.35(1078) = 40668
1985 1985
I to Q are calculated as per formula given at page 31
30-34 45-49
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1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
172 95 82 187 273 405 319 278 467
25-29 1032 569 491 1124 1636 2430 1912 1666 2802
30-34 3783 2086 1800 4121 5997 8909 7012 6109 10275
35-39 4643 2561 2209 5058 7360 10933 8605 7497 12610
40-44 4299 2371 2046 4683 6815 10124 7968 6942 11676
45-49 3267 1802 1554 3559 5180 7694 6055 5276 8874
Total 17196 9484 8182 18732 27261 40495 31871 27768 46703
Sources: 1) Table 3-1 
2) Table 3-2
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Under 0.9586 0.9636 0.9685 0.9735 0.9785 0.9835 0.9885 0.9936 0.9981
25
25-29 0.9512 0.9570 0.9628 0.9687 0.9746 0.9805 0.9864 0.9924 0.9977
30-34 0.9400 0.9471 0.9542 0.9614 0.9686 0.9759 0.9833 0.9907 0.9972
35-39 0.9222 0.9313 0.9405 0.9497 0.9591 0.9686 0.9781 0.9878 0.9963
40-44 0.8948 0.9069 0.9192 0.9317 0.9443 0.9571 0.9701 0.9833 0.9950
45-49 0.8490 0.8660 0.8834 0.9011 0.9191 0.9376 0.9563 0.9955 0.9926
Source: United Nations, 1982: 266-67
* Ratios derived on the basis of joint 5 year survival 
ratios with expectation of life for males = 54 years and 
females = 53 years.
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A.7 Number of Acceptors of Sterilisation Protected Against Pregnancy as 
of 1 October, Pakistan, 1976-84
Age
groups
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
165 92 79 182 267 398 315 276 466
25-29 982 545 473 1089 1594 2383 1886 1653 2796
30-34 3556 1976 1718 3962 5809 8694 6895 6052 9890
35-39 4282 2385 2078 4804 6990 10591 8417 7403 11991
40-44 3847 2150 1881 4363 6435 9806 7730 6826 11618
45-49 2774 1561 1373 3207 4761 7214 5790 5147 8808
Total 15606 8709 7602 17607 25856 39086 31033 27357 45569
Sources: 1) Appendix A.5 
2) Appendix A.6
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A.8 Number of Sterilisation Acceptors Protected Against Pregnancy as of 
1 October 1984*, Pakistan
Age
groups
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
- - - - 40 139 173 207 431
25-29 344 300 355 1035 466 1093 1179 1309 2621
30-34 1883 1332 1407 3818 2226 4592 4641 4952 9358
35-39 3810 2201 1989 4762 5987 9358 7732 7065 11834
40-44 4129 2256 1931 4385 6907 10316 8040 6971 11646
45-49 3472 1827 1500 3265 6184 8899 6664 5567 9018
Total 13638 7916 7182 17265 21810 34397 28429 26071 44908
Source: Appendix A.7
* Results were derived using the same procedure adopted for 
IUD in appendix A-4
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1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under 576393 339122 166737 334968 333579 47250 34077 64839 106182
25
25-29 890363 523847 257561 517431 515285 72987 52640 100159 164021
30-34 1007516 592774 291450 585514 583085 82591 59566 113337 185603
35-39 1030947 606560 298228 599130 596646 84511 60952 115973 189919
40-44 749779 441134 216893 435731 433924 61463 44328 84344 138123










Sources: 1) Table 3-1 
2) Table 3-2
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1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
26603 15652 7696 15460 15396 2180 1573 2992 4901
25-29 41094 24177 11887 23881 23782 3369 2430 4623 7570
30-34 46501 27359 13452 27024 26912 3812 2749 5231 8566
35-39 47582 27995 13764 27652 27537 3901 2813 5353 8765
40-44 34605 20360 10010 20111 20027 2837 2046 3893 6375
45-49 19898 11707 5756 11564 11516 1631 1176 2238 3666
Total 216283 127250 62565 125692 125170 17730 12787 24330 39843
Sources: 1) Appendix A.9
Number of effective users in each year= Number of pills cycles x 
0.6/13
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1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
13817 8789 6400 8940 8453 392 2920 5380 8985
25-29 28766 18297 13324 18614 17599 817 6078 11201 18707
30-34 19026 12102 8813 12311 11641 541 4020 7409 12373
35-39 28427 18081 13167 18394 17391 808 6007 11069 18487
40-44 14723 9365 6819 9527 9008 418 3111 5733 9575
45-49 8494 5403 3934 5496 5197 241 1795 3308 5524
Total 113253 72037 52457 73282 69289 3217 23931 44100 73651
Sources: 1) Table 3-1 
2) Table 3-2
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1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
34542 21971 15999 22351 21133 981 7299 13451 22464
25-29 71916 45744 33310 46534 43998 2043 15196 28004 46769
30-34 47566 30256 22032 30779 29102 1352 10051 18522 30933
35-39 71066 45203 32917 45984 43478 2019 15017 27673 46216
40-44 36808 23412 17048 23817 22519 1045 7778 14332 23937
45-49 21235 13507 9836 13741 12991 603 4487 8269 13809
Total 283133 180093 131142 183206 173221 8043 59828 110251 184128
Source: Appendix A.11
Effective users = Number of conventional contravceptives x 0.5/ 200
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A.13 Number of Injectables accepted by Age Group, Pakistan, 1976-84
Age
groups
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under
25
874 2769 3588 3677 9365 13574
25-29 1124 3559 4613 4728 12041 17453
30-34 1312 4153 5382 5516 14048 20362
35-39 1374 4351 5639 5778 14717 21331
40-44 875 2768 3588 3677 9365 13574
45-49 687 2175 2819 2889 7359 10666
Total 6246 19775 25629 26265 66895 96960
Sources: 1) Table 3-1 
2) Table 3-2
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1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Under 98 312 404 414 1054 1527
25
25-29 126 400 519 532 1355 1963
30-34 148 467 605 621 1580 2291
35-39 155 489 634 650 1656 2400
40-44 99 312 404 414 1053 1527
45-49 77 245 317 324 828 1200
Total 703 2225 2883 2955 7526 10908
Source: Appendix A.13
Effective users = Number of acceptors of injectabies x 0.45/4
100
APPENDIX B
B.l Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Bangladesh, WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0 .695 m = 0.326
Mean Square Error = 0.0005 % Error = 3.5544
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.321 0.319 0.002
24-29 0.266 0.273 -0.007 0.425
30-34 0.229 0.220 0.009 0.266
35-39 0.157 0.159 -0.002 0.341
40-44 0.073 0.073 0.000 0.328
45-49 0.027 0.010 0.017 -0.296
SOURCE: * Robert Hanenberg (1980 36), WFS Comparative Studies No. 11
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8.2 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters For Fiji, 
WFS 1974
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.720 m = 0.795
Mean Square Error = 0.0019 % Error = 4.2973
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.347 0.331 0.016 -
24-29 0.238 0.248 -0.010 0.948
30-34 0.166 0.166 0.000 0.793
35-39 0.096 0.101 -0.005 0.846
40-44 0.041 0.039 0.002 0.761
45-49 0.009 0.005 0.004 0.382
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.3 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Indonesia, WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.598 m = 0.482
Mean Square Error = 0.0041 % Error = 6.8427
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.287 0.275 0.012 -
24-29 0.230 0.225 0.005 0.407
30-34 0.157 0.170 -0.013 0.602
35-39 0.109 0.117 -0.008 0.547
40-44 0.055 0.051 0.004 0.422
45-49 0.023 0.006 0.017 -0.290
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.4 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Jordon, 
WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M * 1.081 m = 0.453
Mean Square Error = 0.0032 % Error = 4.4482
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.482 0.497 -0.015 -
24-29 0.405 0.410 -0.005 0.501
30-34 0.325 0.314 0.011 0.402
35-39 0.237 0.217 0.020 0.370
40-44 0.088 0.095 -0.007 0.509
45-49 0.023 0.012 0.011 0.064
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.5 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Korea, 
WFS 1974
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.939 m = 1.077
Mean Square Error = 0.0104 % Error = 10.1940
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.393 0.431 -0.038 -
24-29 0.337 0.299 0.038 0.654
30-34 0.192 0.179 0.013 0.971
35-39 0.085 0.099 -0.014 1.218
40-44 0.036 0.034 0.002 1.041
45-49 0.006 0.004 0.002 0.784
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age 
Groups 1 To 5
m = 0.817
= 0.0097 % Error = 5.9998
Age Observed * Model Difference m( A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.400 0.407 -0.007
24-29 0.288 0.304 -0.016 1.011
30-34 0.208 0.201 0.007 0.767
35-39 0.144 0.122 0.022 0.657
40-44 0.041 0.047 -0.006 0.908
45-49 0.013 0.005 0.008 0.287
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.7 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters 
WFS 1974
for Nepal,
Observed Data For 
M = 0.686
Age Groups 1 
Groups 1 To
To 6 Regression Run Over Age 
5
m = 0.133
Mean Square Error = 0.0023 % Error = 6 . 2707
Age Observed * Model Difference
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
m(A)
20-24 0.305 0.316 -0.011
24-29 0.297 0.285 0.012 -0.015
30-34 0.258 0.248 0.010 0.072
35-39 0.178 0.193 -0.015 0.209
40-44 0.098 0.095 0.003 0.111
45-49 0.036 0.013 0.023 -0.475
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.8 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Philippines, WFS 1978
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.874 m = 0.365
Mean Square Error = 0.0013 % Error = 4.6783
Age Observed * Model Difference m( A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.422 0.402 0.020 -
24-29 0.330 0.340 -0.010 0.471
30-34 0.257 0.269 -0.012 0.434
35-39 0.191 0.192 -0.001 0.372
40-44 0.090 0.087 0.003 0.342
45-49 0.026 0.011 0.015 -0.136
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.9 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Sri
Lanka, WFS 1975
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0 .770 m = 0.681
Mean Square Error = 0.0024 % Error = 4 .4673
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.341 0.354 -0.013
24-29 0.272 0.274 -0.002 0.712
30-34 0.203 0.192 0.011 0.596
35-39 0.129 0.122 0.007 0.628
40-44 0.046 0.049 -0.003 0.727
45-49 0.014 0.006 0.008 0.159
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.10 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Thailand, WFS 1975
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.684 m = 0.363
Mean Square Error = 0.0045 % Error = 7.2599
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.343 0.314 0.029 -
24-29 0.254 0.266 -0.012 0.531
30-34 0.191 0.211 -0.020 0.510
35-39 0.152 0.151 0.001 0.356
40-44 0.072 0.068 0.004 0.326
45-49 0.018 0.009 0.009 -0.063
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.ll Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Colombia, WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.724 m = 0.420
Mean Square Error = 0.0043 % Error = 7.4507
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.359 0.333 0.026 -
24-29 0.270 0.277 -0.007 0.517
30-34 0.192 0.215 -0.023 0.587
35-39 0.153 0.151 0.002 0.405
40-44 0.070 0.067 0.003 0.387
45-49 0.026 0.008 0.018 -0.249
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.12 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Costa 
Rica, WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
M = 0.558
Groups 1 To 5
m = 0.512
Mean Square Error = 0.0191 % Error = 12.7124
Age Observed * Model Difference m( A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.298 0.256 0.042 -
24-29 0.198 0.208 -0.010 0.694
30-34 0.135 0.156 -0.021 0.722
35-39 0.092 0.105 -0.013 0.643
40-44 0.054 0.045 0.009 0.386
45-49 0.011 0.006 0.005 0.110
SOURCE : * Same as for B.l
B.13 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal 
Dominican Republic, WFS 1975
Values of Parameters for
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To
Groups 1 To 5
6 Regression Run Over Age
M = 0.822 m = 0.437
Mean Square Error = 0.0032 % Error = 5. 4146
Age Observed * Model
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
Difference m( A)
20-24 0.393 0.378 0.015
24-29 0.295 0.314 -0.019 0.656
30-34 0.235 0.241 -0.006 0.476
35-39 0.184 0.168 0.016 0.350
40-44 0.071 0.074 -0.003 0.467
45-49 0.015 0.009 0.006 0.157
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.14 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Guyana, 
WFS 1975
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.718 m = 0.878
Mean Square Error = 0.0006 % Error = 1.6859
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.331 0.330 0.001 -
24-29 0.242 0.242 0.000 0.879
30-34 0.152 0.156 -0.004 0.919
35-39 0.097 0.093 0.004 0.834
40-44 0.034 0.035 -0.001 0.892
45-49 0.008 0.004 0.004 0.451
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.15 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Jamaica, WFS 1975
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.640 m = 0.538
Mean Square Error = 0.0012 % Error = 3.1422
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.306 0.294 0.012 -
24-29 0.230 0.238 -0.008 0.653
30-34 0.175 0.176 -0.001 0.543
35-39 0.113 0.118 -0.005 0.578
40-44 0.052 0.050 0.002 0.510
45-49 0.005 0.006 -0.001 0.665
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.16 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Mexico, 
WFS 1976
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.871 m = 0.375
Mean Square Error = 0.0013 % Error = 4.4110
Age Observed * Model
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
Difference m( A)
20-24 0.422 0.400 0.022 -
24-29 0.324 0.338 -0.014 0.528
30-34 0.258 0.267 -0.009 0.424
35-39 0.189 0.190 -0.001 0.380
40-44 0.088 0.086 0.002 0.356
45-49 0.021 0.011 -0.010 -0.010
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.17 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal 
WFS 1975/76
Values of Parameters for Panama,
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.709 3 II O .768
Mean Square Error = 0.0017 % Error = 4. 3131
Age Observed * Model Difference m( A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.343 0.326 0.017
24-29 0.229 0.247 -0.018 1.034
30-34 0.168 0.166 0.002 0.754
35-39 0.104 0.103 0.001 0.756
40-44 0.040 0.040 0.000 0.768
45-49 0.004 0.005 -0.001 0.859
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
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B.18 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Peru, 
WFS 1977/78
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.846 m = 0.318
Mean Square Error = 0.0022 % Error = 5.4171
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.408 0.389 0.019 -
24-29 0.329 0.334 -0.005 0.369
30-34 0.258 0.269 -0.011 0.381
35-39 0.186 0.196 -0.010 0.367
40-44 0.096 0.090 0.006 0.274
45-49 0.032 0.012 0.020 -0.280
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
B.19 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Singapore, 1980
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.803 m = 2.010
Mean Square Error = 0.0221 % Error = 14.9732
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.309 0.369 -0.060 -
24-29 0.212 0.198 0.014 1.756
30-34 0.104 0.081 0.023 1.646
35-39 0.031 0.032 -0.001 2.037
40-44 0.007 0.008 -0.001 2.089
45-49 0.001 0.001 0.000 1.763











B.20 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Hong 
Kong, 1980
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
M = 0.845
Groups 1 To 5
m = 1.569
Mean Square Error = 0.0073 % Error = 10.1489
Age Observed * Model Dif ference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.347 0.389 -0.042 -
24-29 0.258 0.235 0.023 1.236
30-34 0.128 0.115 0.013 1.415
35-39 0.050 0.053 -0.003 1.627
40-44 0.015 0.015 0.003 1.586
45-49 0.002 0.001 0.001 1.379
SOURCE: * Hong Kong by Census 1976, Contribution to WFS. (Central and
Statistics Department, 1979), Hong Kong.
B.21 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values 
WFS 1980
of Parameters for Egypt,
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.839 m = 0.698
Mean Square Error = 0.0047 % Error = 7.8296
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility !Schedule
20-24 0.351 0.385 -0.034
24-29 0.315 0.297 0.018 0.492
30-34 0.224 0.206 0.018 0.576
35-39 0.133 0.131 0.002 0.680
40-44 0.049 0.052 -0.003 0.743
45-49 0.016 0.006 0.010 0.130
SOURCE: * The Egyptian Fertility Survey 1980, Volume II, (WFS) .'
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B.22 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal values of Parameters for Syria, 
WFS 1978
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.962 m = 0.103
Mean Square Error = 0.0021 % Error = 5.2843
Age Observed * Model
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
Difference m(A)
20-24 0.459 0.442 0.017 -
24-29 0.402 0.403 -0.001 0.110
30-34 0.341 0.354 -0.013 0.159
35-39 0.262 0.278 -0.016 0.162
40-44 0.148 0.139 0.009 0.059
45-49 0.051 0.019 0.032 -0.482
SOURCE: * Syria Fertility Survey 1978, Principal report, Volume 1.
B.23 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal 
Trinidad and Tobago, WFS 1977
Values of Parameters for
Observed Data For 
M = 0.559
Age Groups 1 To 
Groups 1 To 5
6 Regression Run Over Age 
m = 0.669
Mean Square Error = 0.0018 % Error = 3. 3477
Age Observed * Model
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
Difference m(A)
20-24 0.266 0.257 0.009
24-29 0.200 0.200 0.000 0.664
30-34 0.129 0.140 -0.011 0.791
35-39 0.092 0.090 0.002 0.644
40-44 0.037 0.036 0.001 0.654
45-49 0.005 0.004 0.001 0.583
SOURCE: * Trinidad and Tobago Fertility Survey 1977, (WFS).
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B.24 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for Turkey, 
WFS 1978
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.737 m = 0.789
Mean Square Error = 0.0016 % Error = 4.8600
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.359 0.339 0.020 -
24-29 0.241 0.255 -0.014 0.989
30-34 0.165 0.170 -0.005 0.837
35-39 0.106 0.104 0.002 0.774
40-44 0.041 0.040 0.001 0.778
45-49 0.002 0.005 -0.003 1.297
SOURCE: * Turkish Fertility Survey 1978, First report, Volume 1 (WFS)
B.25 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for 
Kenya,WFS 1977
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.943 m = 0.042
Mean Square Error = 0.0071 % Error = 9.3377
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.470 0.433 0.037 -
24-29 0.400 0.402 -0.002 0.055
30-34 0.322 0.362 -0.040 0.213
35-39 0.272 0.291 -0.019 0.106
40-44 0.165 0.148 0.017 -0.033
45-49 0.066 0.021 0.045 -0.648
♦SOURCE: Kenya Fertility Survey 1977-78, First report, Volume 1, WFS
B.26 Logarithmic Regression of Optimal Values of Parameters for
Pakistan, WFS 1975
Observed Data For Age Groups 1 To 6 Regression Run Over Age
Groups 1 To 5
M = 0.797 m = 0.434
Mean Square Error = 0.0085 % Error = 8.1241
Age Observed * Model Difference m(A)
Fertility Schedule Fertility Schedule
20-24 0.331 0.366 -0.035 -
24-29 0.314 0.304 0.010 0.319
30-34 0.259 0.234 0.025 0.286
35-39 0.178 0.163 0.015 0.351
40-44 0.064 0.072 -0.008 0.518
45-49 0.008 0.009 -0.001 0.514
SOURCE: * Same as for B.l
